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Last Week's

d·

VIETNAM LOSSES

'

79 KILLED

519 WOUNDED
48,663 TOTAL

KINGSTON, R. l.

THE URI BEACON, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8, 1970

Fraternity-Sorority Report
Received by Trustee Board

lie

!lit

nie combined majority and
minority report of the fraternltv/sorority study commlUec
was presented to the Board of
Trustees at the board's meeting on Thursday. The reJ)Ort.
wbich favored the continuance
of the Greek system by an 8
to 7 ,·ote nf committee mcm•
bers, will bz acted upon at the
board meeting next month.
The reason for delay in action
of the bo:ird was that one of
the board members, Roy E .
Carr, who was also a member
of the fraternity/ sorority study
committee, was absent (rom
the meeting.
The final decision for the
continuance or demise of the
Greek system will rest with the
Board of Trustees after discu~sion ol. the report,
Tbe majority report favored

cOlltinuing the Greet system
for five reasons: 1) fraterruties
and sororities "provide opportunity for d;versity"; 2) provide
student leadership and responsibility"; 3) undertake "philanthrople and community projl'cts"; -4) "averages of fraternity and sorority members as a
whole were higher than for DOD•
members"; 5) individual chapters "ezerted significant influence. . in direction of eliminating discrimination in selection of members."
The minority group based i~
decision on three factors: inherent discrimination, institutionalized harms, and relevancy of the Greek system.
A copy of the complete report of the committee is in this
week's BEACON.
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CoDimittee Recommends

ROTC To Be Phased Out
The Ad-Hoc ROTC Study Committee has recommended "that the ROTC
program at the_ University of Rhode Island be discontinued by no later than June
30, ) 974. ~• ~s reco1!1mendation is the major conclusion of a 40 page report
published m this weeks BEACON in a special supplement.
'
Late last week, the report was submitted to President Werner A. Baum who
sent_ the report to the Faculty Senate. Dr. Baum did this because it involves
cumculum changes, a Faculty Senate matter. Walter A. Mueller Senate Chairman
has scheduled a special discussion meeting of the Senate on'April 21 . 3 :00 i~
Edwards Aud_. He expects t_hat at t~is meeting no action will be taken, and that
the report will be dealt with at either the regular May meeting o r at another
special meeting.
Two additional recommendations were made concerning alternatives to the
present ROTC program. The fi rst involves joining with other land grant college5 to
ask the Defense Department "to provide new programs of officer procurement
for military services or to expand existing alternatives to ROTC." Further, "that
the Department of Defense be urged to examine the academic offerings of this
and other institutions for existing courses which could serve as a desirable
preparation for students who may wish to enter anyone of the military services."

Trustees Allow Baum's
Approval on 7-Day Parietals

WILLIAM KUNSTLER speaks at Keaney. Story on page 7. BEACON photo by David S. Schneider

Divoll Vetoes Anti-Vietnalll
Strike Resolution For 15th
Student Senate President, Al
Divoll has vetoed a resolution,
passed by the Student Senate
Monday rught which urged
students to strike on April
_15th and 16th again~t the war
1t1 Vietnam. The 1esolul1on
which states that "it 1s
imperative that all member, of
the community try to end this
atrocity now" was passed by a
roll call vote.
Mr. Divoll vdoed the bill
bcc11use he feels that there was
not enoug,h participation in the
last Moratorium to show 1hat
students "really care " He also
fceh
that
''people
are
con! using attendance at classes
with ob,ecbon to the war m
Vietnam. These: are
two

separate issues " According to
Mr. Divoll, "there are other
adequate avenues for protest.
Concerned students might very
well be against the war but
desire to go to classes."
Senator
Evans
Ralston
proposed a student referendum
to be held during so,nate
primaries, which are to be held
on April 15th and 16th. The
referendum consisb of one
question - "Are you in favor
of the immediate withdrawal
of United States troops from
Vietnam?'" This bill was
p3Ssed, and a ballot will be
presented along with those for
Student Senate offices.
In other issue~, it was
decided that "Who's Who" in

American
Colleges
and
Universities will be abolished at
the University of Rhode Island .
Although the Student Senate
voted
for
abolition, the
organization can be continued
1f the Dean\ office decides 11 1s
worthwh1k In pass1t1g this bill,
a great deal of emphaSJs was
placed on the method of
selection ol members. Senator
Randy Lowe suggested that
perhaps
the
scleclion
committee could be made up
of faculty members rather than
students
A b1U was pa-:sed whi~h
would allow the freshmen to
have cars on campus. As the
(Continued on page 3)

by Bruce Daniel
The Board of Trustees of
State Colleges agreed Thursday
to allow President Baum to
approve a revised version of the
Social Regulations Committee
report advocating seven-<lay
intems1tJtton. The revised plan
must be subm1tkd to the
Social Regulations Committee
for a final decision.
According to Dr. BJum, the
new plan will be m,tltutcd m
"a week o r ten days'' once
approved
b;
the
Social
Regulations Committee. The
revised proposal allow~ for
seven-<ia) inkrviYtation from
9 a m. to 11 45 a.m from
Sunday to Thursday and from
9 a.m. to I 45 a m. on Friday
and
Saturday
and
days
preceeding official holidays
The original hours m the
Social Regulations proposal
were from 9 a.m. to 3 a.m.
daily.
The
Social
Regulations
Committee met for two hours
Monday and decided 6-1 to
defend
the
hours
recommended in their original
report. The committee wa~ to
meet
in
closed
seSSJon
yesterday with President Baum
to eicplain their pos.ition.
Strong opposition to passage
of the intervisitation proposal
WJS voiced by the Board of
Trustees, particulJrly by Vice
Chairman Carl W. Chnstunsen.
However, becaw.e the board
had previous!; given President
Baum sole authority to act on
mtervis1tation pohcy. there was
no vote on the matter,
although
the
President ·s
decision could have been
ovemdden.
The board also approved a
530 room r;ile increase for
next y.:ar The rJle increase is
needed to hn.ince the cost or
fire safety improvements tn
reS1dence halls, a,cording to
Joseph
O'Connell,
Vice
President of Business Affairs.
The total cost , estirnakd at

$430,000, will be financed
over a five-;ear period. The
S30 Yoi!l be credited to d
reserve account to repay the
entire amount witlun five
years
The BoJrd approved several
staff changes uml during the
meeting Dr. Baum received J
message that Richard R. Weeks
had .1ccept.:d the position as
Dean ot the College of Business
AdmmistrJtion . The Board also
approved that appointment.
Vice PrcSJdent o·connell
presc nkd a progress report on
construction of a new graduate
student housing project He
said that nine propos.als bad
been rec~ived but that only
four of them were viable.
These
four
proposals
r ecommended
construction
under Section 236 of the
National Housing Act. tfnder
this act the university could
gain a mortgage with an
interest rate of one per cent
and allow for minimum cost to
graduates. However, under this
section the housing units
would have to be open to 311
low .1J1come families. For this
reuon the university is 5eeking
other means of financing the
project.
In other business the board
approved implementation of a
curriculum
leading to a
Bachelor of Science 1n Natural
Resources and discontinued
the curriculum in Agricultural
Business. Also it approved a
name
challJ!e
from
t he
( Continued on page 3)
INSIDE
Fraternity/Sorority Study
Report ....•... Page 4,5
Swnmary Editorial .. .Page 6
ROTC Supplement Pa~ 9- 13
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Joan Baez

A Review:

by Gerry Boudreau
Mill Joan Baez, who first
tllat ....,
achieffd fame as a folk mnger,
notoriety as a pro I e~tor and
critical acclaim as an authoress
(although her autobiography
"Daybreak" was banned from
certain cities, most not abl)'
Newport), has now entered a
new field of endeavor country and western music.
Those who have listened
closely to her previous albums,
particularly "David's Song"
will probably not regard this as
a new endeavor, yet I chose the
phrase because it is the first
album in which Miss Baez
committed herself TOT ALLY
to country music.
The opening track "Sweet
Sir Galahad" is doser to the
early Baez whom we all knew,

Bonniel, 1s a gospel-esque
vehicle which becomes n lot
more than just another protest
song, given Joan's unique
treatment
Side One closes with "Carry
It On" as swmgin' and C & W
track. a~ has ever come out of
Na.1hvi1Je, and one of those
songs that you love to play
over and over again.
The second side of the disc
i.s one of the major country
releases of the year. Three of
the vocals on this side are
shared with Jeffrey Shurtleff.
and the harmonization which
they manage to achieve, most
notably on the title song, came
as a surprise to at least one
reviewer (To be perfectly
honest, the whole album came
as a surprise to me).

though did not neccss.,rily
love, than
any of the
subsequent tracks. The country
influence, however, takes hold
immediately in the opening
chords of "No Expectations"
the Mick Jagger-Keith Richard
baUad which was one or the
Stones• least successful singles.
Next comes "Long Black
Veil," a technically fine
rendition,
though
unfortunately it lacks the
drama of the earlier recording
by The Band.
And it is at this point that
"One Day at a Time"
accelleratcs from a pleasant
Baez album, to becoming the
milestone lD her lengthy career.
''Ghetto." written by Bonnie
Bramlett (wife of Delaney, and
the other half of Delaney &

:)''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~''''''''"~
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Professor Leon Bouvier

Thursday, April 9 • 7:30 P.M.
CATHOLIC CENTER

~

PETITI07VS -

Wednesdey, April

a

:
:

9-4--SMC, Lobby
Information, Lobby
~ 10-3-U.S. Air Force, Rm 211
1:00--APO, Rm 118
•:00-Fre11c.h Club, Rm 322
~ 6;00-SEC, Rm 308
7:00-YAF, Rm 305
~ 7:00-S.igma
Phi Epsilon, Rm
~ 331
~ 7:30-Speakers from Marathon
House, Browsing Room
7:30-Unlted World Federalists.
Rm 316
7:30-Father John McLaughlin,
"Morality on the ABM",

Ballroom

STUDENT SENATE ELECTION
are ;.,ow available at the
Student Senate Office
Deadline for filing petition is
APRIL 17

Buy Your Tickets Early For
NEW YORK CITY

7:30-URI Group Flight to
Europe, Rm 320
8:00-S.I.M.S., Chapel

RUNNING TIME is Just 3 hours, 20 minutes - express service via the Connecticut Turnpike.
FARE is 1ust $12.90 round-trip; or $7.15 one way.
FOR SCHEDULES, MORE INFORMATION, OR TICKETS be sure to contact your nearest campus agent

today.

&tro buses provided if advance ticket soles warrant Also service to New London, New Bedford,
and all Cope Cod points.
Eileen Saul
Steve Bobiec

Andy Aoronsoo
Barry Kuehl
Kathy Curran
P••· ""'-~P

"1'•. .
f•MP41o"I ,.,

'4

C.&

..,

D'f

.... £ti ........

Loos Denenberg
John Lovdar

104 Barlow
226 Bressler
A-401-8 Hopkins
C -201-C Burnside
217 Hutchinson
314 Tucker
E-315 Heathman

789-9670
783-7905

792-4576
792--4455
783-7873

783-7914
792-5278

7:4$--Hooors Colloquium, Ind.
Aud.
Tuesday, April 14

9-4--Young Republicans, Bookstore Lobby
9-4-Students for Ralston,
Lobby
3:00-Student Senate Re-organization Com., Rm 305
6.30-Union Arts Com., Rm
322

6;30-Union Recreation Com.,
Rm 316
6 30-IFC Forum, Rm 320
7:00-Scabbard & Blade, Rm

us

7:00-Fire & Safety Film,
Green Aud.
7:00-SMC, Rm 308
8:30-Blue Key, Rm 316

Thursdey, April 9

9-4-SMC, Lobby
10-4-Summer Service Project
Information, Lobby
10-3-U.S. Air Force, Rm 211
12·2-0pen Hearing, Student
Senate Pres. & Vice Pres.
Candidates, Ballroom
3:00-Student Senate Reconstruction Com., Rm 306
4:00-"Socialism and Peace
in the Middle East ", Mr.
Arie Bober M. U., Ballroom
7:30-Leam to Sail, Rm 322
7:30-Lambdi Chi Alpha Miss
Sorority Pledge, Ballroom
7: 30---GSA, Rm 320
7:~Honors Colloquium, Ind
Aud.
Frldey, Aprll 10

Whatever day you're leaving for vocation, whatever day you're coming bock, your best buy is o
round trip to New York City via Almeida Bus Lines.
There ore seven buses direct from the Memorial
l!nion Building to New York City at convenient
times doily, ond seven buses returning doily also.

The supportmg musicians, as
any coM01s!1eur of country
music can affirm, are the finest
that Nashville has to offer
including such luminaries a~
Jerry Reed, Charlie McCoy,
Ken Buttrey, and so on.
Whether you're a fan of
folk, country, or simply good
music no matter what the
label, you're in for a pleasant
surprise with this album. "One
Day at a Time" is a first-rate
LP.

BULLETIN BOARD

!,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,!

-

Also included 1s .1 traditional
Ca1un ballad, a . la Doug
Kershaw, caUcd "Johe Blonde"
which in spite of what
Crcedancc Clearwater Revival
may tell you, is a true
protrayal of the music of the
bayou.

April 13-15 Days
For Vietnam
Peace Fast
Peace Fasts and Taxpayers'
Rallies are being plaoned by
the Vietnam Moratorium Com•
mittee for April 13-15.
David Hawk, a co-coordinator of the Committee, explained
that the Peace Fast is a demonstration of the moral opposition to the continuing and
expanding of the war. The Fast.
he said, will be mainly situated
on college and university cam·
puses.
A list of 212 student body
prc~ltl•-•• 11nd campus new,paper editors who endorse the
Peace Fut plan was released
by the Committee. The Univer•
sity ol Rhode Island was absent
uom t•.~ u,,L.
Mr. Hawk said, "We are asking people not to eat for three
days and to send the money
saved while not eating to aid
the victims of the war." He
said most universities are ma.king arrangement~ with their
dining services to forward
fund~ to the Moratorium C<lm•
mittee.
The Taxpayer.;' Rallies will
be held on April IS in mo:e
than 30 cities. The ra llie5 will
protest exce~slve ta ution to
pay for what Sam Brown, a cocoordinator of the Committee,
termed "broadening in,'Olvement in Southeast A.Ila."

M-SMC, Lobby
3:00-Sacbems, Rm 305
6:15-Hlllel Services, Chapel
7:30-Film, "Romeo & Juliet",
Edwards
Saturday, Aprll 11
7:30-New England Intercollegiate Surfing Champion•
ship, Narragansett Pier.
11:00-IVCF, Rm 305
7:30-Film, "Romeo & Juliet"
Edwards
'
Sunday, April 12
7:30-New England Intercolle&iate Surfing Championships, Narraeansett Pier
10 a.m.-Hillel Sunday School,
Rm 308
7:30-Fllm, "100 Rifles", Edwards
Monday, Aprll 13
8:~llilit.ary Ball Tickets
($3.50 per couph,), Lobby
9-4-Young Republicans, BooJ.;atore Lobby
10 OO-Cnmpu5, Church Dialogue, Rm 211
2:00-Mortar Board, Rm 30:,
4:00-Student Traffic Appeals
Al-<NOUNCEMENT
Board, Rm 306
, :00-SEC, Rm 308
11:30-Student Senate, Senate
Attention summr.r job huul•
7:00-Unioo Actlvitte1 Com.
er,• Summer i,,b h;;LI /or 1111
Rm 320
'
dcrgrads are 110'1\ avaOabli'
7:00-Collcgc Bowl, Brow1ln11
Slill.lcd career n!latcd jobs art'
Rm
on hi<' 1n the T'lnccment (1 C!ke
7: 00-SMC, Rm SOS
and unskilled Jobs in the Fm
7 .SO-PenP<'ctive, Rm 3~
ancial Aid Office
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Roosevelt,s Fate postponed:

Will Re-open Next Year
b)

Wh.it

Jo-Ann Swinford
LS

10

ben,mo

of

ROOS<''"II Hall'

D"spttc charge~ that "Rosie"
15 1 fire tuurd the hall will
contlllU< 10 house llRI women
ne,t rau as II has for the last
3) years.
lt IS l!'J<pcctco. howc,·cr. thllt
her fourth noor w1U be
conYfrtcd to offices
.
Earlier this year, residents
•'t'n: told that prospects for
Rosie, were dJrn L>.:an Thomas
J. Fencil visited the dc>rm and
spol~
to
the
.n:Stdcnts,
111dlcatmg that the dorm would
be
closed
due
to
fin
n-guJa11ons,
This
gloomy
prospccl caused a great Jeal of
flOOSEVELT HA LL, first dormitory built to hou,e URI
unhappiness at the ,lornu_tory
women in 1937. has been classified a fire hazard by state
authorities.
wlucb prompted II later VISlt by
Dr. Werner A . Bau!ll who 58id spnnklers, Roosevelt ls nol. In
Roosevelt was the first
the dormitory will re~pcn ordtr to avoid the greo I
building on campus to be built
next year.
expense of U1stalling a sprinkler spec1fically as a women's
AccordUlg lo Mr. William P. system, the fourth floor of residence hall. It was opened in
Titpaeck, Director of Housing, Roosevelt will be closed next 1937. Prior to this, Davis Hall
clomig of Roosevelt has been year
had served ~ the women's
postponed He sa.id that if the
Other \Jfety features would dormitory.
present lad; of housing space have lo be installed in order to
Eleanor Roosevelt attended
stated
safety the dedication of the building,
could be oom:cted, the dorm meet
would probably close next requirements. Devices such a~ she hdd luncheon m the Great
panic
bars.
fire escapes. Room of Roosevelt Hall.
year.
lighting
and
The main reason for the emergency
Dean Evelyn 8. Morris
systems,
and served ~ Hall Director from
closing of Roosevelt IS that it is generating
extended
and
updated
fire
considered a fire
hazard.
1942 until 1945 when she
Roosevelt is a
four-story ularms would have to be added. became Dean of Women. Tius
An
est1ma le
from
the was during World War II.
wooden
frame
structure,
According to state fife laws, C'harles A. Maguire Associates,
From 1943~4 a special
any
four
~tory
wooden Inc., places the cost of Army program was earned on
structure that 1s being used as a installation of these features at al URI that brought army
$300,000 personnel to the c;impus for
residence
halt; must be approximately
completely
equipped
with However, a minimum amount special training in engineering.
of work could be done for
In orJer to JCCommodale these
$75,000,
men, Roo~velt, Davis and East
Mr. Tirpaeck saul that Halls were vai;.ated and the girls
Roosevdt is just barely makU1g were moved to fra tcrnity
its own way financially, Tius houses which were practic.illy
means that the money would empty due to the war
(Continued from page I)
have lo come from an increase
While the dorm was not
in room rent or from a bond
University policy is now, issue. These alternatives have being used to hou~ army
freshmen are not allowed to been proposed to the Board of personnel, dances were held m
the Great Room for the men of
have cars on campus unless Trustees.
Quonset and Davisville.
they commute. It was felt that
Reacllon to the predicted
Dean
Morris has great
this policy is discriminating end of Roosevelt Hall seems to
against the freshmen. The indicate that Rosie has many respect for Rosie's personality.
She
said
the
Oriental rugs in
problem of facilities w.is raised
friends on campus. Mrs. Marion
It was decided that allowing McCaughey, hall director at the Great Room were donated
by parents of girls who had
freshmen to have cars on
Roosevelt, feels that the dorm
campus
would
not
add has more character than any lived in the dorm. Eleanor
considerably to the parking other on campus, She feels that Roosenlt also contributed for
the rugs,
problems at the University.
this chuacter effects guts living
Roosevelt Hall's future is
A resolution which would in the dorm. Dean Fencil said,
not yet settled. It most likely
grant greater autonomy to the
"I am personally pleased that will become an office complex
housing units in the area of Roosevelt
will
remain a
social
regulations
was women's dormitory. The dorm of some sort, but Mr Tirpaeck
said that after it has been
mtroduced by Senator Leslie has a lot of character and
vacated as a dormitory he no
Rich. However, the resolution charm which is an asset to the longer has any say in the
was
not
taken
into residence system,"
matter.
consideration,
A
similar
constitutional amendment had
been defeated six weeks ago,
Annual URI Grou_p Fligflt
and it was felt that there w a •
no reason to rehash the issue.

Divoll

8th

Trustee,

!!~.~,"~~!..F~~~! !~~~~

girls who wlih to ,om comnlles

fo1h,on show, to be hcW an the
will rc.-cehc bids before the Umon 8Jllroom on Apnl 211
Chn,tmu vac.allnn
rb0 procerda '"'111 JO to lhc
URl'1
Panhellen1c Campus Chest llnd the USO
Assodallon uppr,,vcd u new
A oomrruttee 11 brmg
rush system tut Wednesday formed to revile Panhel's
which will allow g11l1 1<;, be conrtttut1on It u hoped that
,:lvcn a bid rrom • 5(lrority throur,h this ChJnge , Plnhel
btfore !heir fir~t Kmcster can keep up with the many
cumulot1vr overages have been change lolung place In Greek
determined
F'ormerly, system■ all over the c.ountry
lrc~hmen wom,·n needed a i O and will not be conrulerca1
cumulallvc averJgc to be -"outdated" by anyone here at
ellg1blc for II h1J. Panhel will lrRI.
vote on &pec:1f1c dates and rnles
for I he new ru$h syst cm m the
n~~:u~fph Nathan and Mr.
Edward Simon, co-chairmen of
"Greek Weck," informed the
sorority repre5t,nlalivcs of the
rules and schedules of "Greek
Week," which will begin with
"Creek Sing" on Apnl 26,
They also discu.ucd how the
fraternities and s<1rorities wiU
be paired up for the events Mr.
Nathan expressed the hope
that the pairings would give
each Greek unit "w.n equal
chance."
Panhc:l's

New DepL Head
Dr. Virgil J. Norton, professor of reaource economics at
URI, has been appain~ chairman of that department.
He replaces Dr. Niels Rorholm who has been appointed
director of the Univenity Self•
Study Committee.
Dr. Norton, a graduate of
Kansas State University, received his doctor ate from Oregoo State University He has
been at URI since 1968,

TRAVELERS
MOTOR CLUB

AMERICA'S
MOST MODERN MOTOR CLUB

LET'S CO~IPARE SERVICES
,;you'll Be Amazed"
FOR INFORMATION OR COMPARISON
SEE NORMAN J. SCHARTNEll
AT OUR NEW OFFICE

27 Boon Street
Narragansett
or call
789-0907 or 294-47

The Chaplains Invite
The University Community
to this annual

To

EUROPE·

(Continued from page I)·
Department of Agricultural
Chemistry to Department of
Food and Resource Chemistry.
Th e
board
tu bled
consideration of a report on
the Fraternities and Soronties
at URI until next meeting. Of
the fifteen members ot the
committee evaluating the role
of fraternal organizations at
the univemty, eight voted to
retain fraternities and r,ororities
and seven felt that they should
be phased out completely.
It was also reported to the
Board that construction of the
Chafee Social Science Center is
scheduled to begm shortly.
Estunated cost of the structure
IS $-1,700,000.

Panhel Approves New Rush
5

June 16, 1970-August 26, 1970

$245.00

CAMPUS- CHURCH DIALOGUE
APRIL 13

10 A.M. to 3 P.M.

Theme:

Responsibility ond Pun ishment in The
Twentieth Century.

Featuring:
Meeting TONIGHT, Wednesday, April 8 ot 7:30

P.M. in Union Room 320 for oil FACULTY, STUDENTS, ond members of the campus community
to answer ony questions on European troveL

FOil FURTHER. INFORMATION CONTACT:
Donno Fiaher:792-2183; Steve l<Jltgord: 423-0687

Fr. Oovid Inmon, URI
Deon Thomas Fencil, URI
Mr. Harold Langlois, former Worden, Adult
Correctional Institution
Mr. Leonard Anderson, URI
Cooperative Extension Service
Judge Edward Gollogly, Chief Judge, Family
Court
Fr. Alfred Lonardo, Catholic Family Service

The URI Beacon, Wednesday , April 8, 1970
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Fraternity-Sorority

Majority
INTRODUCTION.
~ polition that fraternities and
committee bu IIICll 16 tbnel, IOl'Oritia IS they are not
1111 lard die 1i11t11DOnY of 17 conltituted and IS they now
p•nons,
has
received operate dlould be allowed to
correspondence from aeveral remain a put of the Univenity
indiriduals,
bu
obtained without change. When an
reports from fratemitie• and attempt was made to find the
IOl'Orities on their membership focus of opinion, eight of the
memben of the
and actiYitiH, bu ltudied 240 fifteen
reaponses to a JUrYCY of both committee voted to retain
Greek and non:.Greek students fraternities and sororities with
on campus concerning their the qualification that certain
attitudes toward fraternities changes must be made, and
and
aororities, and
has s.:~n voted to phase out
maintained
a
continuing fraternities and sororities. In
dialogue among its own order to write summary
reports, the comrruttee then
members.
From the beginning, it was separated into the two groups
obvious that there was a wide resulting from the decision.
The following statement 1s
range of opinions among
members of the committee; the report of the majority of
however, it was equally clear the committee. For the sake of
that
the committee was brevity and clanty. and to
approaching
its
charge prevent the need for you and
seriously
and
searctungly. the Board of Trustees of State
to
study
and
Before the CinaJ decision was Colleges
made, each member of the reinterpret the material which
committee
presented
llis h.is been presented to the
the
copious
position with qualifications co mmittee,
and justifications. Again, there background reports have not
was a wide range of opinions been included. A complete set
wllich formed a continuum. of the materials is on file in the
Some would have eliminated office of the Dean of Students.
The committee is aware that
fraternities and sororities with
no reservations: others would its prerogative goes no further
have allowed them to remain than making recommendations
with no connection to the and that the maJority dedsion
University other than their to recommend retention LS no
charter to exist; others wanted clear mandate to fraternities
them to remain, believing that and sororities that "all is well."
The body of the report is in
the) make a contribution to
the
University.
No one, three: parts;
I. A statement giving reasons
howevcc.
presented
the
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3:30 to 5:30 at Meehan Aud.
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Providence, R. I. 02906
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"Morality of The A.B.M."

why the majority of the
committee believes fraternities
and sororities are relevant to a
public university.
II. Stipulations which the
committee believes must be
met by the individual chapters
if fraternities and sororities are
to contmue at the University
of Rhode Island.
Ill.
Recommendations
directed to the administration
of the University.
I.
THE
COMMITTEE
PRESENTS
THE
FOLLOWING
JUSTIFICATION FOR THE CONTINUED
PRESENCE
OF
FRATER N !TIES
AND
SORORITIES
AT
THE
Umversity of Rhode Island.
It should be noted that the
majority p~ition of the
committee
was
strongly
supported by those appearing
before the committee. This
group included seven members
of fraternities and sororities,
five independent students, a
national officer of a sorority,
the fraternity manager who
provides managenal services to
fifteen fraternities and one
sorority on campus, two
former personnel deans, and
one current personnel dean. Of
the entire group of individuals
who were heard. and to the
SUiprise of the committee, only
one person recommended that
f ra temi ties and sororities be
phased out of existence at the
University. This position was
part of a larger recommendation
that
the University
provide
no
housing for
students.
The
majority
of
the
committee believes that the
following reasons justify the
continuance of fraternities and
sororities of the University of
Rhode Island
I)
These
organizahons
provide
opportunity
for
diversity in living situations at
the Untversity. Recommendations
for future campus
housmg reflect the need for
small livmg groups in which the
individual can achieve and/or
maintain lus identity in an ever
expanding and ever less
personal
institution
Fraternities
and
soronties
provide groups with more
individuality and cohesiveness
than dormitories of the same
size.
along
with _grcat.:r
continuity of as<:ocuuons.
Such
groups
offer
opportunities,
not
ret
developed, for <:ll.perimentauon
in
integrating living and
learnmg.
2) Fraternill~s and sorontie~
provide at present 27 groups
where student lcadersh.ip and
responsibility can develop and
wh.-rc: considerable alumnt
support for th<' University 1s
generated.
3l
Philanthrornc
and
commumty proiects carried on
both by tndmdual chapters
and by the Inter Fraternity
Council
and
Panhcllenic
Council make a contribution to
the larger community as well as
to the
Untversity. These
projects lndude among others,
a blood drive. book drives for
both
the
Crow
Indian
Reservation and the University
Library, support of speakers a
sympolium on drugs, a~d
volunteer 1ervicc1 to n uuina
homes and the Ladd School In
addition, members participate
as
1nd1viduals
1n
unt~crs:ity-w1de philanthropic
PWJCfl$.

UNION BALLROOM

7:30 P.M.

4) When a.:aJcm1c averages
baSt!d on group memhcrslup
were lasl computed ( I %6-67),
the avcragu of frotcrmty and
soronty members u • whole
were
hillier
than
fo,

non-member&.
Although
activities vary from chapter to
chapter, each sorority and
many
fraternities
have
activities
to
encourage
academic excellence and to
improve the academic standing
of their members.
S) Individual chapters of
fraternities and sororities have,
over the last decade, exerted
significant in lluence upon their
national organiutions in the
direction
of
eliminating
discrimination m the selection
of members. Relatively small
groups such as fraternities and
sororities not only can react
with sensitivity to the necessity
for change, but can more easily
than larger and less cohesive
groups adapt to and support
change.
11.
THE
COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDS THAT THE
FOLLOWING
STIPULATIONS BE MADE, THAT
EACH CHAPTER BE HELD
INDIVIDUALLY
RESPONSIBLE
FOR
COMPLIANCE, AND THAT
FAILURE TO COMPLY BE
CONSIDERED SUFFICIENT
GROUNDS FOR REVOKING
THE CHARTER OF THE
OFFENDING CHAPTER
I) The committee upholds
t he present position of the
University that no fraternity or
sorority
may
have
any
restrictive membership clauses
based on race, religion or
national origin. The committee
believes further that it must be
a prime responsibility of the
local chapters to !>CC that this
stipulation is followed in fact
as well as in policy statements.
2) The committee highly
recommends that chapters
review their present methods
of selecting individual members
with the view to eliminating,
where it may exist, the
black-ball system and to
mitiating a more positive
method of selection. The
committee recommends that
fraternities
and
sororities
consider pledging as a trial
period for both members and
pledges with the result that
pledges shall be treated as of
equal stature to members, with
the exception of voting on
certain matter~ to be specified
b)' the fraternity or o;oront)' at
the time of pledging.
3) As with all living groups
on campus, each fraternity and
sorority shall maintain with the
office of th,: Dean of Students
a close working relationship
with mutually agreed upon and
clear cut channels of authority
and responsibility.
4 l It goes without 5.l)'ing
thJt every frat.:mily and
soronty shall comply with
IOL'111 ordinances. w1th $late

and/or federal laws, and With
health and safety standards.
S) Each chapter shall be
required to file annually with
the Vice President for Business
Affa.in a certified auditor's
report of the org&niution's
financial status for both the
ch.apter and
the slumni
corporation.
6) In addition to inspections
by state agencies, it shall be the
responsibility of the Inter
Fraternity
Council
and
Panhellenic Council to conduct
regular and more frequent
inspections relative to safety,
san1tat1on,
and
living
conditions. Reports shall be
made a matter of record and
copies made available to
University officials.
Ill . THE COMMITTEF. HAS
THREE
FURTHER
RECOMMENDATIO NS
DIRECTED
TO
THE
UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION.
1) Fraternities and sororities
shall receive no subsidies not
available to all students living
on campus. The committee
considers the guarantee of
mortgage loans and provision
of land for fraternities and
sororities to be comparable to
the
mitial
financing of
dormitories through bond
issues and would recommend
that this practice be retained .
2) Although at present there
are sufficient places in the
fraternity system for those
who wish to do so to become
members,
the
committee
believing
•
3) Finally, the committee
recommends that at the end of
three years, the situation be
reevaluated to see whether the
recommended changes and
stipulations have , in fact,
occurred. In the meantime, the
committee
recommends
continuing study by the Inter
Fraternity Council, Panhellenic
Council, and personnel deans
and, should serious problems
a.rise, that action be taken
against an offending group or
groups
rather
than
by
disbanding the system.
Respectfully submitted
by the majority,
Mr, J. William Corr, Jr.,
Alumnus
Mr Raymond H. Christopher,
Jr., alumnus
Prof Eliza beth Yi. Crandall,
Faculty member
Mr. Allen Divoll,
independent student
Miss Evelyn D. Moms ,
Associate Dean of Studen
Studcn~
Mr. Alex Nelson,
fraternity member
Miss Myra Shaw.
sorority member
Mr. L. Allen Wells,
budget officer
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Study Report

Minority

Thb ts the MINORITY
R f PORT
OP
THl
F RATE RNIT'l -S ORORlTY
S"f\10'1 COMMrTfEI and 11
tho 1T1ul1 of ■ 8 • 7 vote o n tmt
quesoon
of
c:<•ntinu■nce
Mrmbcn of th~ mino rity IU'll u

fraternities
and
sororities Institution and not with the
recein more «-ononuc support normal force of an lndmdual ideal h•• been IUbvc:rtcd to loDAer be • "brother'•'" world.
1gnohlr.
and
llle&ltlmate
Can • ay1tem lJI 1970 whl.C:h
from the University than do The
dlvulon,
and
the
11 lnberently d11erimln■tln& be
othct bourin& uruts Fun her, rnenlmcntl that arc c:auled a.re purpoSH In the name
the> admlnutraUon of thr nc:,, lo be undere1timaled And brotherhood , for brotherhood, rekvant? Can D IJ)'lltem which
Un1venity,
by
lta
o,rm what do <'I Uua do 10 the the rncmhen have Justified becawe of lrutttutionaliuUon
■dmi.nlon ,
h,u lcu direct c haracter of those req>ollllble ■cu, IUCh IIJ d1shonc:1ty and au,ea hum to out■Lden and to
cheattna. Wh~n lln ideal auch aa 111 brothers, both In quality or
control of tho l)'stom than it for ~l!.Cluding o thert'I
fo,IJOWII
brotherho od can be used to
does ov,:r dormitory rrs1denl$
R D) E C-rr, TrustQt!
The Gruk syatem al URJ ratloraUze or j ustify any act at iheu chuacier and the nature
o r thcu intellect. be rclnant ,
Qlud Colarulll, Student
The Greek systcun 1s not n,flects the ethnic d1YU1on1,
MAJ)'
nn
tuczynlkl, only ~rent ly diScrtmlnatory, the raco dutuH 11on1, and all, then II sy11cm without the Can o system wluch takes Iha
hut encouraged by fa>'or•ble su~rflc:tal Judr;menu of our capaaly to make dLSttnct1on1, highea1 ideah, eugerala their
Studc-n l
unable to
Robert
W.
MacMillan, ccono ntfc
auprorts
and larger society It takes those bee.use of the blmdm,: weight application and
ChAlll!W>
()f the
Study protected by • lad; of control dlVisi.on,, feeds and lives off ill institution hu, mu1t be nu,t,;e crllicat distinctiona be
rcconiidcrcd
,
nnd
that
system
relevant?
on the part of the Univcr$lly them,
Com.mi I tee,
and
gives
them
The hann that can ba cau19<1 tc1111m1cy and proiection of an and 11, pcrvimvc effects must
Jerome Pollack . Dun of
, ou arc probably &Jk:in& the
be
removed.
We
mutt
conclude
by
I natlt utional11ed lnU1tutiun, We ref use to acc.:-pl
Arts and Sciences
question "relevant to wh.■ t . "
Allon
V. .
Wiley,
Vice,
methanlsm1 u Just beginning to this conditioned ducue ts that lhLS sy stem contrad1c11 nu: answer 11 to the uruvemty.
rcallz:ed .
The human nature , and we must tlus un1vcra1ty'1 purpose 1111d its goals, 1ts purpo11e I he final
President for Student Affairs be
intent.
George L. Yo ung, F ormer 1ratemity-sorority system u change the cnV11onmen1 thai
I hn bringl us to tho ilut und answer is ulumatcly to 110C1ety
1nslllubonallnd
al
the bas created 11 . We believe the
Trustet'
.
some !he .:onclus1ve
through
formal role of the Umverslly 1s to b~ a for
It is the recommendal!o n of Un1vcrsit)
We are c:onvmc~ It is not
argument
a qucrllon o f
this group lh■t fralen11t1rs and recognition, economic ,up port , place m pursuit of truth, 10 rclevuncc The Grc,·k system a& relcv3nt. But more than this we
sororities 5.hould be phased o ut and the provision of 1.md lead a socirty, not to reflect its the center o t roetal o r cultural arc convmccd 11 1s harmful to
rnd1v!Juals
and
to
tl1e
at tile UniVCNlty o i Rhode administrative facil1ttes , and malaise,
a,1mt1cs is dccrc.1nng rapidly
pcnonnel.
11
1s
iurther
Island We feel that th.ls system
A necessary stc:p towards each year. fhis 15 due not only community. We ntk you, the
u countcrproducth-c to the remforced by an ever-present bringmg this about would be to to the n se of many and vaned President 's Council, the Board
values and goals o f a uruwrsity alumni which rruimtams the remove the legitimacy of such groups whose me mbership Is of Trustees and Boud or
commurut)' Tho: probkm of a s)·~tein in limes of d1fficulttcs divisions and Judgments by rarely restrictive, but can aho Regents, 10 con1ider our
pubhc institu tion RCSlJ S a and lends continwty active rc:moving theu 1nstitu11ona1izcd be seen 1n the scmor year arguments and thr, mdividuab
that make them
pn vate msth uuon lllld our members cannot provide. This protection.
We
fmd
the exodus from Greek houscs lo
right to impost certain value institutionalization gives the" judgments and the divisions of off-campus
life.
Further.
This time we can take the
svstcms on one and not the judgmcnh and ideas of the 1he Greek system to be in because the emphasis of a
system a significantly greater contradiction to a university's caring and involved student 15, rn11ia11ve rather than only
other 15 unne~ssar,· Io re5olve
reacting and we therefore
force than does an individual goals of truth,
We all be!Jevc that the values
directed today toward world recommend that you begin a
student ·s judgments and ideas.
expres;cd herein can and
Another area of concern i! problems, commuruty action ,
of phuing our
This greater for~ is both the fact that a forced system the war, racism, education, program
should be used m dealing with
group-reinforced
and can miSU.9e the very ideals pollution, one must give his fraternities and sororities at the
a pub!Jc mstituho n at least
group-protected . An indiVJdual upon which the ,;ystcm is time and energy to the world Uruversily of Rhode ls.I.and.
The baStc arguments for
has no such reinforcement and purported to be based Th_e outside his house in order to
such a recommendation are as
Finally . we charge the
no such protection.
follo v. s:
inherent
ideal
of brotherhood
is
help solve these problems. A Uruversity, through its student
Therefore,
when
the
system
discrimination ,
institutionalprofe'5ed by Greeks. It is man must be relevant lo his personnel d1vis1on, with the
1Zed harm. and a lack of selects or excludes. it docs so emphasized as the ultimate times, to a newer awareness of responsibility of developing
with
the
raw
power
of
an
rdevancy
idea. This universally-honored bis world . A fraternity can no creative living situations.
We
believe
that
the
fraterruty-10rority system is
inherently ducriminatory. A
certain number of students
11,ho wish and indeterminable
number who might wish to join
a fraternity o r sorority ate
unable to do so by reason of
reqwrements so vague that
were they a matter of law, they
would pro bably be declared
un co n s ti t utional
as
di.scrimmatory. We fmd this
NewCamaro.
Camaro is made for people who like
in back. And longer doors that make
system unacceptable on two
We didn't make it for just anybody. to choose their power. Four transmiathem easier to get to.
levels.
We did make it for people who like sions are available. And six engines,
We made the new Camaro for
First on a human level, we
sleek new shapes. Long hoods. And up to the Turbo.Jet 396
people who like the stopping po°"·er of
find this in violation of the
fut fastbacks.
front disc brakes. And protection of
\'8 with the SS version.
dignity of man. Such violations
We made it for people who like to
It's for people who
side-guard door beams. It, takes a
cause the ltind of alienation
certain kind of person to drive a car
drive on a road. Not just ride on it. aren' t necessarily fond of
and resentment which divides
That's why Camaro has an improved large crowds. There are
like this. Because it says a lot about
our society. As human beings
the way he thinks.
road-hugging front and rear two buckets up front,
we n:ject this system, and as
suspension.
two bucket cushions
What do you think1 hiiypp!i•
men in the twenbe th century
we all ate aware o f its tragic
Putting you first, keeps us first.
results. This i~ especially true
See lt.M1"D'8"
of a society for med fro m many
CbeW'oletl>ealen spores Dept.
different elements.
Secondly, as members of an
academic commu nit y whose
whole
existen ce
can
be
described as the process of
making
distinctions
with
clarity and logic, the Greek
S)stem's existence con tradicts
and opposes this process. A
student
should
no t
be
encouraged to think logically
and clearly about ideas and
man in the clas.,room , and the n
be equally encouraged to make
superficial
and
vague
Judgements
abou t
his
contemporaries in his Greek
associations. This kind of
situation L, not viable.
It is important to note that
the selection requirements and
t'amaro Spvrl
their interpretations arc no t
r oupe ieilh Rall11
laid down nor made by the
::; port pad:ag~.
general
public
nor
its
representatives,
th e
state
legislature,
nor
by
the
administration, the faculty, nor
by the student body, but b y
select groups of the student
body. For us, it h as no t been
necessary to decide whe ther or
not
there
are
specific
d1scrimma1ory
requireme nts
Since we believe the fact that
the system
is
inherently
d1scnminatory to be the crucial
test.
It is important to me ntion
here that we have found that

or

u

0

One look says a lot.
One d1 ive says it alL
1

I

falty editions. I will use the word ..I .. in
• 1NM chosm to make this editorial
lam• a itildent. paduating in June, from
aitUdcnt) ueditor of this newspaper. I
ieqUirel undergraduate to be informed,
iii ~ , and available to all segments, groups,
J.,"'tllliicil••..~. - - - - - of'the faculty, students, administration,
•
.-4 ttlumni of tbis university. To what extent this has
- --~
I will leave to you to decide. And if this
~ l>ecoma self-admiration.. or self-flagellation, let me

•n

~mamnce.

It Im beeome clear that if we, as a university, cannot work

-.llier,

then we will not work at all. Inherent in community

life is the community's need to respect and trust its own groups.
AD too often we have allowed issues, positions, and
c:in:umstanses to polarize the major segments of this
cammunity.
We are not the students who burned down buildings in
Ollifomia or rioted at Columbia, nor should we be treated or
reprded in that light. (Note that I am not commenting on the.

111bstance of either case.)
Nor, on the other hand, should be automatically assume that
President Baum is like Nathan Pusey of Harvard. Nor should the
president distrust us, as has become apparent, when we
articulate the needs of the students. This polarization can make
community life impossible.
We aR presently involved in what has been described as a
self-study. It seems obvious that the approach of the group is on
an insgtutional, rather than human level. We need to define
more clearly our proper roles and areas of interaction in the
university of today.
ADMINISTRATION
The administration faces problems on a daily basis that ought

to be understood by students and faculty. The complexity of
running a modem university requires that we, as students and
faculty, become aware of these problems. It is so easy to yell
slogans and so difficult to get those who do the yelling to work
to change this university. William Kunstler is tragically wrong
when he speaks of resistance, for that is polarization. It is
merely a step toward revolution and not a step toward change.
Under the present administration, we have had change fairly
quickly. But it bas been reasoned change in which community
committees have labored many hours. This administration has
been available and open to an increasing number of students.
This is, of course, not sufficient, but we are moving toward
greater interaction, not less. We are moving toward change not
revolution.
'

FACULTY
Too many faculty are still holding onto their tenure security
blankets and their privileged academic freedom, caring little for
the total university. They are forced by the system to be more
concerned, and sometimes solely concerned, with publishing
and research than with teaching.
What is needed is a change in emphasis by the system so that
those who care about teaching can be rewarded for doing so.
Student participation in tenure procedures is one step toward
this change. Other steps on the university level to reinforce
these values are also necessary.
The faculty is in itself segregated. For ex.ample, interaction of
engineering faculty with those in the social sciences seems to be
minimal. The implications of bringing faculty of all colleges
together are important to the university. The dialogue alone in
such a meeting would be invaluable. This could encourage
interdisciplinary courses and study which is presently lacking.
Of particular interest at this time is the study begun by the
Dean of Arts and Sciences in the area of individualized majors.
This kind of option will require students and faculty to become
much more aware of each other.
The faculty, as well as the society at large, is going to have to
find the 00urage to stand up for what they believe. Too often,
faculty ~embers are nowhere to be found in tenure questions,
community problems and crises. Ask not why our country is in
a state of malaiae. It is because you are in a state of intellectual

malaile and rilidity.

April 8, 1970

STUDENTS
We the students aR to blame for our situation. Ninety per
cent of us have not stirred from the bleak dorms or the secure
fraternities and sororities or have even had the guts to care. We
go through college to get the degree that gets a higher-paying
job to buy a higher-priced house to live and die in. That's all we
want!
It is true that more students than ever before have become
involved in their lives and society and are working to change the
many existing wrongs. It is also true that the majority couldn't
care less.
I have seen an ever-increasing rate of polarization among
ourselves. We are as divided and insecure as the society we
reflect. William Campbell, a form~r political science faculty
member stated in an article he wrote for my first edition in
February, 1969, "We should have offered them a culture not a
hammer, if we hope to avoid terminal damage from a' blunt
instrument." We have no culture because all that we have been
taught to believe in and hold sacred has been shown in the last
ten years to be lies in reality. This is the why of student
violence. This is the reason, but never the justification.
I have had the opportunity to deal with all extremes and
groups in the student spectrum. All too often, the rightness of
their cause became an excuse to lie and be deceptive in their
means. They took on all the immorality they were supposedly
fighting. Then they wonder why they have failed. Then they
turn to revolt, without ever having the stamina or the
conviction to be true to their ideals. What else can we expect
from the children of today's America?
I still call for involvement in the ways which we ourselves
have developed. Find your place and cause, and work toward it.
Hundreds of students at URI have given of themselves not only
to articulate their concerns, but to act upon them. Whether it
was a Big Brother-Big Sister program or marching on
Washington, they were there. Whether it was spending an
academic year doing an honest and complete study of ROTC or
fighting for the rights of the poor in Peace Dale, many were
there.
The quality of our ijves is decided here today at URI as much
as in any other time or place in which we may find ourselves.
There is no tomorrow for us . We must become involved in our
own education so that we can be better prepared to live our
Jives.
The words in a quote in my first editorial can apply to the
many challenges we face today as students:
"To a less significant challenge, this editor is not the best
qualifi:d _at URI. He may be the best of the few who applied,
but this 1s not enough. In the past we at the university have
bee? slow to accept life's challenges. We have preferred to hide
behmd the blue blazers and handsome smiles of college life long
dead elsewhere. Although we welcome and demand criticism let
us be aware that our product, the BEACON. is the result of
tho~ willin~ to ~articipate and not necessarily the best paper
possible. This e.d1tor needs your criticism, your contributions,
a_n d your support, as does the entire community. This then is a
time to ·work together. This then is also the reason for the

BEACON."
This should be the approach we take to today's problrms.
For fifteen months I would like to believe that quote has been
proven correct.
THE UNIVERSITY

It is "the role of a university is not to reflect a society •s
malaise but to lead a society." This is the community's
challenge. This is my summation.
1 have written it now in the hope that I could provoke the
comments of the community and reply to them . ln the final
five editions I hope this can be done. I am asking and perhaps
pleading for your view, for the benefit of your experience, and
as always l await your response.
Clluck Colarulli
Editor
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Clough Questions Values At URI
EDITOR'S NOTE

Or liarRII C Clough wrorc
the foUowmg letter to th~
BEACON after bclll& lnform,•d
b) the adnunutnrlon that Ills
CQ11IJ11Cl ll'ill be temu.nated
afm the 1970-71 ac.adcm1c
year
"
Dr. Clough .ts a tracher in
the Zoolov Dept 11 the
uru,·erS.ltY of Rhode lslanJ
rrescnlh on a leaH· of absence
for 1969-70 lo do research
work at 1be Unl\·~rsity of Oslo
,ponsored by o national
lns!ltule of Health Research
Grant
Or. Oough appealed lost
ynr the declSlon of the
Zoolog) Oepl. which demed
tum promorion on a cbJlrge of
teaclung ineffectiveness He
stated in a letter to the Faculty
Appeal Board that m denymg
tum promotion to the rank of
,\ ssociate
Professor
his
academic freedom was being
demed.
The dect.sion of the Board
Ltst ~r,;h was to uphold the
decision of the Zoology Dept.
which l.ll efftct makes 1970-71
the last year for Dr Clough as
a member of the Zoology
Dept The following Jett er is an
expression of Dr Clough 's
feelings concerning the c.ise
and the decision.
~ar Editor,
I thank all of you. students,
faculty :md the one Dean, who
have openly supported my own
pnvate questioning of the
university system and I ask you
not to diminish your own
strong and relentless quest for
answers and your own strong
determination to push forward
to humane improvements at all
levels. I ask all of you who
privately supported me but
who were afraid or too hesitant
to speak openly agAU1st the
system and its tyrants, to be
stronger and more worthy of
your own sense of rightness in
the future. "If you an: among
brigands and you an: silent,
you are a brigand yourself."
I
share
the
"present
world-wide revulsion among
men

and

women

at

being

p\llhed around and kept in the
dark by bureaucracy," its
self-Icing lords and its
administrative slaves. Those
who hold the power are
making a mess of trungs.
The reasons for the failure at
all levels of the Univemty of
Rhode Island administration to
give me my just rewards for my
contributions to the university
community have never been
disclosed. No one has told me,
after two years of asking, why
I am really being fired now. Of
the written reasons coming
from my department a crucial
one is a blatant lie, easily
exposed as such by the facts,
and the other reasons they
have announced are all matters
of extremely doubtful and
limited
hearsay
value
Judgements on teaching whlch
ha~ mostly been contradicted
by students and faculty who
have had first hand expenence
with me.
All of you must continue to
ask the question, Why should
Garrett Clough have to leave?
The question may provide a
clue lo how this unversity
operates and who controls it
and therefore lead you to ways
of improving the university,
the society and the world of
which it is a part To question,
to always see}( answers to
everything from the greatest
mysteri~ of human life and of
nature down to problems
Which seem clear to the simple

rnmd, ,, what a university is all
about Because I dDred to
question, and loo freq11ently
re11thed different answtrs from
the:, authontanan J.'el"IODS above
me, I han to be forced away
But the act of my leaving will
not squelch the quesllons nor
solve the problems "'hsch all or
us face What do you rlunk is
the reason for the ci,istcnc-e of
the Wliversity'
The nt"Cd tor your insistent
press for new answer~ 10
pttsent prol>lems ts so urgcn1
that you must Jo no more than
pause briefly to reflect upon
the sad lesson of my case and
the historic evid~ncc that the
purswt of truth and a better
50ciety contains revolutionary
potentialities often directly
inimical to the comfortable
habits of the entrenched. The
really effective leaders towards
a better future in many lands
have been murdered or jailed:
in universities it is easier to
refuse tenure and promotion to
faculty memben. who h.ive
such
v1s1on
and
the
determination to act. For such
1nqu1r1J1g
mind,
among
students the most often used
fa.:ulty tactics to silence them
are low grades. loading them
with trivial tasks and boring
them into distrachon. But .
without the minutest doubt.
these dangers of pul"iwng
honesty and harmony are tiny
in
comparison
to
the
tremendous needs of all men
for solutions to the vast
problems which endanger our
well-being
and
continued
existence.
We must all act to help
change the dangerous direction
in which our society is
speeding. On the one hand we
must startle parts of it from
misguided lethDigY and on the
other we must resist the
blunt-headed tgnoramuses who
lead us into chaos. Tenure, a
safe job, good grades for
students,
are as nothing
compared to a free and
peaceful mind. DON'T BE
INTIMIDATED.
A
contemporary philosopher said
"the greatest security in this
tumultous world is faith in
your own mind"' providing, 1
would add, tbJlt you know you
have been free to arrive at your
own answers and to pursue all
questions.
1 assure you who support me
tbJlt
your
efforts
are
worthwhile to you and to me
only if you remain convinced
that you must work continually
for improvements in and out of
the university. It will never be
easy because all institutions are
resistant
to change, and
universities li.)ce ours especially
so because they lack leaders
with vision and authority.
Never forget that students
are our main responsibility as
university professors. Many of
the best of our st11dents are
fearless in challenging the
existing hypocrisy, lies and
errors and in unselfishly
pursuing a better future for
everyone. Let w all teach and
work according to our highest
ideals and values and encourage
the same in others by the
example of our lives.
I have worked as a umverSJty
professor to bnng a coherence
and unity to the umvernty_'s
crucial need to study man m
nature and to show that the
sciences,
huma,rtilies . . and
technical areas ueed to JOtn . I
tried
to
show
that
a
world-oriented
ecological
approach to man in the largest
sense is the most appropnate

frameworl. for cooren1tio11 m
teaclung and 1eholanhir I
tncJ to teach my studcnl1 LD
ecology and e1 h<llogy to move
towud, sorne order and love
and oc1tcment In lcaml.Jlg for
themselves. I was not afl'l.ld to
express 10 aomc of my
collcag11ea my fail11"' to always
;lltam Ill that I had hoped to
aclucve. You can learn nothing
positive from the Judgements
or th~ zoology department anJ
the faculty appeal board and
from the siknce of the ru,hcr
administration concerning me
Although
the
z.oology
dcpanmcnt s,ud that I taught
too much about the place of
man in nature and the rest of
the Juthonttcs agreed with this
j11dgement, I want to give you
a much better Judgement about
such questions of education. A
prominent te.icher
and
biologist, J.M. Lerner, writes in
his new tei,tbook of genetics,
"for the student who must live
through the last third of the
twentieth century, the most
important facts are those that
have social implications, tho~e
bits or information
that
demonstrate the involvement
of every human being in the
ethical, social and political

problems, or thl! age of
ac1cncc " Th" failure and
Inability of the Un,ve:nlty of
Rhode hland to allow auch
ideas to be expressed by me
demands that all or you do
aometbins. You must redouhlc
your eHon1 to break dow11 the
dcadcnl.llg
oppression
or
tradltional dcpanmcnts, the
spet1al UlllltUtCS and the
lugely 1&nnlytical dm:1rhnes
they represent.
I am one ecolog151 among
others in my department and
in the un1vcrs1ty. Now I see
why Max Nicholson, one of the
world's
h:adcu
m
the
application and direction of
ecology, said this year that
"some of ecology's worst
enemies ;,.re eco)OglSts, who do
not understand how a science
advances and who exercise a
veto wherever posS1ble on steps
leading to its advance, in order
that they may comfortably
play out time in the more or
!es. cozy niches which they
have created for themselves
and theiJ intimates." (from
The
Environmental
Revolution).
We
must
recogni1.e that we can solve
worldwide
social
and
environmental problems and
our own immediate university

problems only by making new
beginnm11 fovoMng b&11c
ctunses of d=uon In our
aoc1cty and in 011r 1n1t1tut1ons.
Wt.tdom
combined with
courage and vl110n is n«ded.
B111 rhere is no other -)' Tbc
pn:senl ways and the pre!lent
leaden are not viable, we ml.ISi
fmd alternativca. G"'at changes
muJt come It is our tuk to
help th=m evolve rapidly and
,,noothly
as
possible.
Otherwise they will come with
revolution and de~truction
Sctence can supply many
5nswcrs but poetry and other
humanities pomt out the
direction.
What I want to convoy as
my thanks to all of you who
have helped me is upn:53ed by
Roben Frost .
"Ah, when to the heart
of man
Was 11 ever less than
a treason
To go with the drift
of things,
To yield with a gra~
lo rea~on,
And bow and .,ccept
the end . ."
Garrett C. Clough
Oslo, Norway
Easter 1970

William Kunstler Advocates
'Resistance' As '70 Goal
The signs that hung in
Keaney Gym Wednesday night
Protested tbe Vietnam war; but
William M. Kunstler, lawyer for
the "Chicago i," said that
outmoded protest must be
replaced by actual resistance.
In a speech before an
estimated 2500 people, Mr.
Kunstler said, "Conventional
protest is not the time we're in.
because
because
the
government does not yield to
conventional protest for they
have become used to it."
Mr. Kunstler called for
~sistance against what he
termed "illegitimate use of
authority by the government,"
the Vietnam war, and the
hunger problem.
The result of the ''Chicago
7 ," he said, was a radicaliz.ation
of the people and a realization
that "the government will
stoop to any level to kill,
inhibit or destroy anyone who
it fears."
He said that the point has
been reached when people
must again rule the government
and not the government dictate
to the people: "We an: at the
point
now
when:
the
government must listen to
what is going on or bear the
consequences."
The "'Chicago 7" trial. the
noted lawyer said, was but
another
example of the
government trying to suppreS'l
those that threatened its
position;
the
trial's
significance was the
defendants' decisions "not to
yield an inch on life style,
po Ii tic al
philosophy
or
courtroom decorum."
In relation to the trial Mr.
Kunstler said the defendants
wanted lo accomplish three
t bin~:
to
rebuff
the
prosecutor's case, to show why
they came to Clucago, and to
present their life styles. ''We
put in a defense of three
months in which we did Ill of
these thln115."

Mr. K11nstter asserted several
hmes that there is a lack of
commun1cahon
between
people and government and
among generations.
Judge Hoffman, famous for
his part in the trial, Mr.
Kunstler cited as an example of
an official who wo11ld not
listen. "The judge would not
listen, the Judge was afraid to
listen."
At the end of his speech, Mr.
Kinstler was presented with an
honorary degree from the URI
Free University and People's
Movement. The
Honorary
Doctor of Justice degree was
given in recognition of Mr
K unstler 's "efforts to protect
freedom and promotion of
justice,"
In an interview held before
his speech, Mr. Kunstler
indicated that the decade of
the ?O's would be "the era of
the clenched fist." He said that
the government is waging an
"attack on yo 11th" and spoke
of the ?O's as a period when
"people will resist rather than
protest."

Speaking of the "Chic.igo 7"
tnal, Mr. Kunstler said he
reacted vigornusly to situations
in court and in several
instances protested decisions
made by Judge Hoffman which
the attorney considered unfair.
Although Mr. Kunstler was
sentenced to four years and 13
days in prison for contempt
charges, he said he had no
regrets, adding that he hoped
lawyers would stand firm when
treated unfairly. He said it is
about time lawyers began to do
something in court where the
trial would become a "battle
field"' for justice.
In answer to a final
question,
Mr.
Kunstler
disclaimed any responsibility
for the burning of a Bank of
America branch building in
California where he was
scheduled to speal< at the
University of California. He
said
his
speeches
might
provoke people to some
actions, which would be good,
if the objectives of burning a
bank building were worthy
enough.

Writer Asks What Will
Happen After Final Peace
Dear Editor,
Ao open question to the
readers of this letter...why is
it that students intent upon
peace seem to be concerned
only with the here and now.
After peace. what then? What
will Insure that systems which
bred
dissent,
war
and
corruption will not brush off
the dust and spring up anew
either at the seat of revolt or
elsewhere? I think many of us
will have to admit tlut
complete
withdrawal from
sensitive areas in this world,
while desirabl11, iJ only part of
the answer. Ending wan does

not end problems-problems
which encouraged violence and
hatred.
World
Federalist Youth
(U.R.I. CMpter) feels that
there is a way, through world
law, to stabilize problems,
prevent violence from occuring
as the only way to aettle
dispute. Come to our meeting
Wednesday, April 8, M.U.
Room
3 I 6.
Bring yow
thoughts, sympathetic or not,
bring yow friends, but come.
We'd appreciate having you
there.
Robert B. Yantorno, '70
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Seniors Realize

Tight Local Job
Market in N .E.
Raymond
H.
Stockard .
director of the office of career
planning and placement at
URI said that there was a
nati~nal shortage of jobs which
has led to a tight Job market .
This tight job market was
caused by President Nixon ·s
attempt to curb inflation by
cutting down on govi:rnment
spending. The hardest hit areas
have been in the fields of
manufacturing, aerospace and
defense. Mr. Stockard listed
accountants,
engrneers.
scientists and teachers as the
most sought after personnel
upon graduation.
The job market used to be a
sclkr's market, where t he
graduate could choose from
several offer~ for a Job
depending upon how favorable
the factors were. Now, the
graduate has a narrower field
to choose from and sometimes
must accept an offer he would
not ordinarily accept because
of geographic o r other factors
Mr. Stockard said that New
England offers a limited
market
for
most
jobs.

A JUNGLE JACKET IN THE CITY?
Why not? It's the fashion thing to do and you can do
your thing in a wide range of fabrics from the h.i.s.
Bushmaster colfection. Come in soon and see the
whole Yeldt. Only .

GOB SHOP
DALE CAILIA SHOPPING CENTER
WAKEFIELD, I. I.
Open Friday Evenings Until 9 :00

c~ e

f&fll)!Jjfl EJ]/.J)
ON CAMPUS SERVICE FROM
U.R.I. STUDENT UNION
PROVIDENCE
.HILLSGROVE AIRPORT

sosTON
NEW
LONDON

St.:irt ~our trip right on c:impus with lrcqvent"dJ1ly
..C!rv,c.c to points listed above late model, lavatory
cq1.11pped uir cond1t1oncd coaches Reclining seots,
reading l,ghts courteo..is. experienced tlnvers

CHARTER COACHES AVAILABLE
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 783-42l4

( 11,b

El W!£11Jf /.!JJlJJ)

St1llman Mc.Andrew Tr11vel, Student Union

Letters to the editor:
G. S. A. Scored For Lack
Of Officer Representatio~
Dear Editor,
As stated in the G.S.A.
constitution, "The nominating
committee . . . shall present a
slate of at least 2 nominees for
each of the four Executive
Officers and at least one
nominee
for
each Area
Representative
to
the
membership of the association
by mail at least five days prior
to a general meeting m March.
. ". These procedures were not
followed
by
the
G.S.A.
nominating committee thus
invalidating t he "election" of
March 19. 1970. Since the
term of office for the
previously elected Executive
Officers ende d April I , 1970,
the graduate students find
themselves without a Graduate
Student Council. Apparently
no one on the former council
was aware of this section of the
Constituthon {Page 2 Section
B Election of Members to the

Education Courses Present
'Nothing New' Say@ Student
Dear Editor·
After having read the article
written by Milce De!Prete m
last week's BEACON. I find
myself, a nd indeed many of
my colleagues also, agreeing
whole-heartedly
with
Mr.
DelPrete. Education courses
are really nothing we haven't
already heard or are already
aware of through our own
experience
in
our
prior
education.
Because
"models"
of
behavior and ways of learning
are the current trend among
the educators of our country
do we have to get ou~elves so
caught up with models and
having our Views published in
the next issue of the "AU
American Educators Soapbox"
to be a good teacher? I think
not and I smcerely hope not.
We students in Education
would like to learn how to deal
with some of the problems that
will confront us when we leave
here for the public schools in
the next year or so. We are
tired of rehashing the inane
platitudes that Mr. DelPrete
mentioned in his article. We
recognize these things. What
we would prefer would be to
consider bow som,: teachers
face and resolve these probkm,
and bring out our own 1d..,as on
the subJccl before these td<.'a,
arc stifled, along with our will
to go into the teaching
profcs~ion,
by
bonng
professors who spew forth such
ominous pieces of knowledge
as:
"The classrooms Jrc
overcrowded." Give us a brcal.:!
People in the Ocpartment of
Educ.1l1on compliment us on
how we are the .:ream of rhc:crop and ore vef) carefully
chosen to n:Ccl\C !he honor OI
cntcnng the General Teacher
Education curriculum and then
tum around and insult us hy
dcny111g our intclhgcncc .ind
fceJ,nn us thts ckmcnlary (h
I hat !he current lcsm?) s, hoot
pablum We 11rc not rlup,d A,
n n1at1cr or lad we probably
know qu1le • bit more about
Iii hat jj currcnlly happening 11;1
the schools than som, loculty
membc,s who er~ all, ughl 1111

in hopping about the country
attending
conferences and
getting
their
names
Ill
educational journals
These
people are far removed from
the classrooms that they
profess to be preparing us to
e nter and this makes me
wonder if they have a hand in
preparing us for anything but
the next hour exam!
Brian Robert
Theta Chi

Graduate Student Council).
Surely there must be a
reasonable explanation for
their failure to adhere to
constitutional
election
procedures
I would like to make one
additional point. My comments
should neither be construed as
personal attacks on the former
Graduate Student Council nor
as being anti-Graduate Student
Association. I merely offered
(in my letter of March 20) an
interpretation for the lack of
choice
on
the "election
ballot," and, if correct
questioned the justification fo;
maintairung
the
presently
structured and oriented G.S.A.
Personally , it is difficult to
support a Graduate Student
Association whose primary
concern is in entertaining
graduate students via frequent
"Happy Hours." The aims of
the association as stated m the
Constitution "shall be to
further
the
intellectual,
cultural, c;ociaJ, and academic
interests of all graduate
students.
It tS my
contention that little time,
effort and money bas been
channelled into area3 other
than the ,ocw.
Perhaps
when
our
representatives are properly
elected they will consider this
when formulating policy for
the next academic year.
Perhaps also, a re-orientation
of the G.S.A. will involve a
broader
segment
of the
graduate students and elicit
more active participation.
Frank Saitta
Graduate Student
Zoology
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ROTC
Report
I. Introduction
fh1s
comm1ttcc
"'as
appNntcil b) President Baum
on Juh I , 1969, 111 response,..,
Repori No 2 of the Unl\'CrSII)
r1:1cemcnt Poh,) Commlltee,
cLited Ma)' 3, 1%9 The
President
J1rcctcd
the
comrmttec "to stud) the
rda11onshlp of ROTC and
military
tr11.1nmg
to
the
edu.:at,onal obJec11ves and
rro.:rdurc~ of the Unan·rsity "
In addition, he instructed the
comllllttee to take as much
tmlt' m its deliberations as its
members felt was necessary to
fulfill tlu~ charge.
The
committe~•s
membership conStsted of four
facull)' members nommated by
the Faculty Senate ( f>rofe~sor~
Mounce Klem, \'u-gil Nor1on,
D3VJd Pratt, and Stephen
Wood), four student members,
three
nominated
by the
Studtnt Senate and the fourth
by the Graduate Student
Association (Messers. John
Breguet,
Stephen
Katzen,
Francis Pimental, and Wilham
Brooks l,
and
a
single
presidential nominee (Vice
President E. James Archer).
The President held in abeyance
a s,econd appointu pending the
outcome of negotiations with
the Department of the Army
to modifv Clause 2.e of the
ROTC · contract
which
obligated the University "to
include a representative of the
Department of Military Science
designated by the Professor of
Military Science on all faculty
committees
whose
recommendations
would
directly affect the Department
of Military Science." In the
interval,
the
President
requested the committee to use
Colonel Frank Bates, ProfeliSOr
of Military Science, as a
consultant and to invite him to
au committee meetings until
the contractual question could
be curified.
On September 29, the
P~sident informed us that he
had succeeded in amending the
University's contract with the
Department of the Army so
that "The membership of a
member of the Department of
Military
Science
on
the
committee
1s
no
longer
required." The revised contract
provides
for
consultation
between the Professor of
Military
Science,
or
his
desia;nee,
and
any
such
comm.ittee as ours.
At this time, President Baum
made his second appointment
to the committee (Dr. James
A. Gold). In tum, the
committee voted unanimously
to invite Colonel Bates to
attend its further meetings
which he did regularly until the
committee went into executive
session on November 21 We
wish to acknowledge the
mvaJuable assistance Co!onel
Bates
rendered
to
tbe
committee in his capacity as a
consultant, both with respect
to information about ROTC
and about relCVllllt aspects of
the military services.
The committee met initially
on September 12, fit er faculty
and students had returned to
campus for
the Autumn
Semester, and has met weekly
dunng most of the penod
between that da le and the

present At thr fust m,cllnG 11
was agreed, by formal motwn,

thal seven members of the
comnutte~ must be in accor.1
tu corry any ~ubslanhve
motion, und this agreement has
been adhered to throui,hout
the committee's dchberatioih.
A brief cnumerallon of the
activities undertaken by th.:
committee may suggest the
scope anJ intcnSJveness of our
mquuy. We obtained and
reviewed <--Op1es of the study
reports of similar rnmnuttces
at other universities carefully
selecting our sample in an
effort to msure that a wide
spectrum of views would be
represented, We mvestigated
the history of military 1raimng
programs on the nation's
campuses and, specifically, at
the Unwcrs1ty of Rhode l!.land.
We discussed at considerable
length with Colonel Bates the
ROTC programs on thi> and
other campuses and explored
alternative programs for officer
procurement
We examined
current
profeilional
and
periodical
literature which
deals with these subjects. We
ewlored,
agam
at
very
considerable
length.
The
Report
of
the
Special
Committee on ROTC to the
Secretary
of
Defense,
a
statement about which is
described in the second section
of our report. We invited and
considered
communications
about ROTC from members of
the university community We
held two open hearings to
facilitate
public discussion
about the relationship of
ROTC to the university. We
attended ROTC classes,both in
the ''Option c·· program and in
the
junior-senior
year
contractual program. And we
discussed, on a continuing basis
throughout our meetings, the
nature of the university in
contemporary
society
and
whether ROTC was compatible
with the university's objectives
and procedures.
The report that follows
results from this intensive
study. Before turning to it,
however, we belien that three
additional
points
of
information
should
be
clarified. First, our committee
did not fully appreciate the
breadth of the charge we had
received from President Baum
until we began to examine the
reports from ROTC study
committees
at
other
universities. Typically, these
committees were asked either
to evaluate the quality of
ROTC
programs
or
to
recommend changes in these
programs that would bring
them into harmony with tli,e
institutions'
academic
standards. For example, at
Brown University the Ad Hoc
Committee on ROTC Programs
was given the charge "to make
concrete recommendations of
ways
of
insuring
the
intellectual quality of the
portions
of
the
ROTC
programs for which academic
credit is given." ln its report,
this
committee
states:
"Implicit in the charge of the
Curriculum Committee was the
basic assumption that the
ROTC programs should remain
on campus." And at Cornell

Un1verS1!)
a
prcsulenllol
Comnusslon
on
M1h11uy
Tra111mg
was
asked
"'lo
determine
the
most
oppropnatc way for o moJcrn
land~rant
mstatut,on
tu
respond to the proviMons of
I h,• Mom II Act and it, ~hartcr
reg a rdmg
instruction
m
military tactics." In contras! to
these narrow charge~ we were
as.ked
to
examine
the
ftmdamt'ntal objectives of the
Uruvers1ty and to assess the
effect of ROTC upon these
objectives over an extended
11enod of ytars This approach
we believe to have been a wise
and fruitful one.
Second, despite the limited
natur~ of the charges generally
given
to
similar
study
committees, we found a
pronounced tendency in their
recommendations: a movement
to modify, often drastically,
e~sting ROTC programs. In
pnvate universities we noted a
trend toward depriving ROTC
of
curricular
status
or

terminating
the
pror.ram
ulto~ether
In
publa"
11na.ers111es we notet.l u trend
to"'ard mvolvtnr. the facutry
(and usu.ally the student body 1
in de1ermmmg the content of
RO IC
provams
und
In
appro\mg appointments to
their mstrud1onal fitaffs. We
did not examine a 111ngle report
lhJ l rcl<11nmen1,;cd retaining an
ROl C program without an)'
chAnges whatsoe~er.
rrurd,
special
men hon
should be made of the
committee\ treatment of the
Vietnarn war. Many, If not
most, of the communications
addressed to the comrruttee,
rcprcsentmg every point of
view, alluded to this conflict os
a crucaal factor m evaluating
and passing Judgment upon the
ROTC
program
at
the
University
However,
our
committee.
from
!he
bcgmmng,
rejected
such
assumption, as both false and
misl1:ad1ng. We beheYe that the
Vietnam war neither created

nor defined the qurst,on of
propriety of ROTC on !he
nation's camp,,..es. Rather we
look upon 11 us a tempor1ry
{thoup;h lengthy) obenatlon
thal hdS provoked deep and
violent controversy wilhm our
society. That controven,y m
tum has 11luminated numerous
probknu; of long standing and
fastened upon them II symbols
of conflict and confrontation.
In tlus manner, we bclleve,
ROTC on the campus has
become linked to the Vietnam
war
with
unfortunate
conscquenccs
for
careful
con51deration of ellher wuc.
As D hni conclusion, then, th,c,
~omm1ttee consciously decided
to separate the two issues 1J1
order to concentrate fully
upon the former while avoiding
the d 1stortions produced by
the laller. In sum, the
commlllee carried out ,ts study
as much as possible as if the
Vietnarr,
war
had
never
occurred.

II. The Benson Comutlttee Report
Midway in this committee's
deliberations
its
members
received copies o{ the Report
of the Special Committee on
ROTC to the Secretary of
Defense. This committee was
"appomted for the purpose of
examining the existing armed
servides
Reserve
Officer>•
Training
Corps
(ROTC)
programs in their relationships
with each other, in their
relationships with the host
colleges and universities in
particular,
and
in
their
relationship with the academic
community." Its membership
consisted of five administrative
officials
from
major
universities,
three
ranking
officers from the military
services each of whom is
involved in ROTC training
programs, and the chairman,
Dr. George C.S
Benson,
formerly
President
of
Claremont Men's College and
now
Deputy
Assistant
Secretary of Defense for
Education.(lt is characteristic
of the Report that Dr Benson
is identified as a Professor of
Political Science and that no
mention is made of his
administrative position within
the Department of Defense.)
The
committee's
report
(hereafter referred to as the
Benson Committee Report) has
been approved by Secretary of
Defense Melvin R. Laird and
by an Advisory Panel on ROTC
affairs made up of eight
representatives of the academic
community - five university
presidents, the chancellor of a
state board of regents. the
secretary of a university and a
regular
faculty
member.
However, the Advisory Panel
added to its statement of
approval 1evcral comments
which we believe represent
fundamental departures from
the
recommendations
presented by the Benson
Committee.
ln our view the Benson
Committee Report has unusual
unportance since it presents for
the first time a definit1.-e
analysis of ROTC endorsed by
the Department of Defense. As
such it is used extensively m
our report
both as an

authoritative description of the
nature of ROTC and as a
defense of the propriety of
existing programs. In this
connection we should stress
that
the
ROTC
study
committees
at
other
universitie~ whose reports we
have examined did not have
this report available when they
formulated
their
recommendations. Here, again,
as in the instance of the
breadth of our charge, we
believe that this committee
enjoyed unique opportunities
foreclosed to earlier study
groups or not available to
them.
The
Benson Committee
descn"bes the substance of its
report thusly
I. A brief history of ROTC
and a factual description of the
existing programs of • the
United States Army, the
United States Navy, and the
United States Air Force.
2,
An
evaluation
of
alternative
methods
of
preparing
candidates
for
commissions 111 the armed
services.
3
A consideration and
appraisal of the criticisms of
various kinds and from various
sources (concerting ROTC)
with
the
Committee's
evaluation of their validity.
4. A set of recommendations
which the Committee belie-ves
will Jtrengthen ROTC.
Obviously, a little purpose
would be served by trying to
~ n t a summary of the
Committee's
treatment
of
these topics. However, we
believe that certain aspects of
the report warrant explicit
discussion at this time. Other
aspects will be introduced in
succeedmg sections as seems
desirable.
The report identifies as a
fundamental problem ''tllt
propriety of an 'outsid~
djrected' program within tho.
framework of an otherwise
autonomous
academic
community"
-whether,
specifically, "governmental use
ol colleges and universities as
sites for military education''
remains
consistent
with
university
purposes
IUld

procedures.
The
Benson
Committee concludes that no
such impropriety need exist if
the military services make
significant
adjustments
in
ROTC
programs
and
if
faculties, aoministrators, and
students of colleges and
universities similarly make
significant accommodations to
facilitate these programs. On
the
military
side,
these
adjustments take the form of
recommended revision5 in the
ROTC Vitalization Act of
1964 which would make the
language
of that statute
compatible with the concepts
of
curriculum
formation,
teaching quality, and faculty
competence
held
by
contemporary faculties. The
Benson Committee contends
that ROTC courses should b~
"judged on the same standards
us are other institutional course
offerings"
and
that
the
"qualifications and abilities of
ROTC teaching staffs" should
be evaluated "in much the
same way those institutions
evaluate and as.,ess other
members of their teaching
staffs." On the academic side,
the accommodations take the
form of recommendations that
the univenities both exercise
their
"proper institutional
responsibilities," too often
neglected, to supervile and
maintain ROTC programs of
desired quality and also face
squarely the facts that ROTC
c:ounes "are clearly different in
their intended cumulative
objective: the motivation and
preparation of students for
le.adenhip in the military
services" from other univenity
offerinp and "th.It most
military professionals who
come to teach on their
campuses arc only incidentally
academicians."
This
contradictory burden which
the universities are asked to
assume
in
the
"peculiar
military-educational marriage
which is ROTC.. is justified, in
the short-run at least, as a
ne,;essary contnbution to the
military 1ecurity of the nation.
( Continued on page J0)
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m. ROTC
(Continued from PIP 9)
'l1aele recommendationa, u
spellecl out in detail, involYe
bulc revilions in ellilting

as an Academic Entity

Tbe
ROTC
Prosram
occupiea a unique position
amon1
the
academic
departmentl that comprise the
university as ■n educational
institution. In the words of the
Ben,on Committee Report:
Currently, ROTC is the only
instructional
program
on
campus who:ie curriculum and
methods of instruction is
largely determined by an
external
body.
whose
instructlonal staff is furnished
by one external source, and
which prepares young men for
a single employer.
To be specific, the ROTC
contract binds the University
to establish "a Department of
Military Science as an integral
academic and administrative
department of the institution
and to adopt as part of its
curriculum . . . [courses of
military
training
and
instruction I
which
the
Secretary of the Army WILL

ROTC PJ'OIIRIDI throulhout
tbe c:ountry. For example, "the
Committee recommends that
each holt institution establish a
hia)I In-el facalty•ildministration QOmmittee to oversee and
wort
witb
the
ROTC
prop-ams." Minimally, such I
committee should, among
other functions, review and
recommend all courses to be
offered by ROTC and all
propolled ROTC instructional
appointments. Obviously, such
recommendations
entail
notable concessions on the part
of the military services. But the
lerlices appear prepared to
mate these adjustments in the
AND
interest of retaining ROTC on PRESCRIBE
the campuses. When compared CONDUCT." The University
grant
appropriate
to alternative methods of must
officer procurement, ROTC is academic credit applicable
graduation
said
to
possess
unique towards
advantages,
perhaps
m?st requirements for successful
important among them belil8 completion of such courses; it
close officer-cadet contact must require students enrolled
which insures "proper guidance in ROTC "to devote the
to
the
student,"
makes number of hours to military
"possible
continuous instruction prescribed by the
observation of his leadership Secretary of the Anny;" it
potential," and facilitates the must make available necessary
development
of
desired classrooms and other required
facilities "in a fair and
attitudes and values.
the same time, the
Benson Committee insisted
"that there are certain minimal
organizational
conditi~ns
essential to the effective
functioning of ROTC." It
must, for example, be accorded
the status of "an academic unit
organized within the academic
structure of the institution."
Further, the committee states:
"ft should be recognized that
the wearing of the uniform,
along with drilling, are regular
parts of military training, and
neither can nor should be
dispensed with on campus as
part of ROTC instruction." It
is at this point that the.
Advisory Panel appears to
disagree with the Benson
Committee, or to express
serious reservations. The Panel
contendi,
that
the
main
purpose of the program should
be "officer education, which is
a
form
of
professional
educatmn, to be conducted at
the highest level." As results of
this defuution of the purpose:
of the program, "the term
'Reserve Officers' Training
Corps' is outmoded" and "so
much of the program as 1s
military oncntation, and not
professional education, should
not receive adacemic credit."
At

equitable

manner

in

They are clearly different in
their
intended
cumulative

commitment by nature of its
contractual arrangement, with
advanced
students.
Thia
commitment is required at a

has the time when students should be
of both Cree to change their career
promoting • milituy career goals in line with new learnings
preparation of students for and carefully ,electing from about themselves. Participation
leadership in the military
ROTC
•pplicants
the in ROTC also reqt.rires student
services. Institutions which
candidates it views as most time that could b(; spent in the
bost ROTC units must, it
suited for a mllitary career.
pursuit of a regular university
seems to us, face that fact
Further, ROTC "faculty_" education.
squarely. ROTC courses are
are placed in a role that _1s
also probably different from
neither military nor acadenuc.
Lastly. ROTC is primarily a
many other university courses
Universities have been required recruitment
device,
the
in the degree to which they
through contractual stipulation purpose of which is not
to grant faculty rank to ROTC education but promotion of an
depend upon a continuing,
participative, personal and
officers regardless of the~ orientation toward a military
experience
and
acaderruc ccareer. ROTC attempts to
relational
contact between
training. By and large ROTC mask it5 essential recruitment
instructor and student apart
officers are not acceptable as function through numerous
from the quantitative and
regular faculty because they adjustments of its curriculum
measurable content of each
are neither prepared nor and procedures, particularly at
course . . . The armed services
motivated to assume the the present time when there
desire continuing coo tact over
responsibilities of an academic exists unprecedented faculty
a four-year period between the
career. Indeed we doubt that and student opposition to the
professional officer and the
the University would seriously program on many campuses, so
student based on the same
contemplate offering faculty as to try to make the program
logic as the lawyer. dentist and
medical
doctor
desire
appointments in a recognized more palatable to the academic
continuing contact with their
discipline to any present or community. It is therefofe a
students. There appears to be
former member of the ROTC deceptive
program
which
no acceptable substitute for
staff
on
this
campus. promises to train officers but
the
contacts
if
THE
Accordingly, ROTC officers does little more than deliver
UNIQUENESS
OF
THE
become
second
class officer candidates.
PROFESSION
is
to
be
participants in the academic
transmitted from the senior
community, assigned for b':ief
members to the students.
tours of duty before returning
Our comm.lttee's general
Our committee sees the
to normal military activities. Conclusion is that, because of
following as cocomitants to
This
alienation
becomes es.,ential characteristics which
this d ebl>erate insulation of the
increasingly apparent as ROTC ROTC lacks, and because of
ROTC program. ROTC has no
officers are unable to integrate extraneous
characteristics
real contribution to make to
basic areas of study such as which it possesses, the ROTC
substantative
university
economics, political science, program cannot be considered
curricula. Indeed, it does not
history, etc. into their course • normal academic entity in
purport to offer any basic
offerings.
the University. When judged, u
knowledge. There are no sets
To many students, the chief the
Benson
Committee
of learnings or competencies
attraction of ROTC is negative; requests,
on
the
same
which are not already found in
it is a lesser evil than being institutional criteria as other
the regular University program.
drafted, serving as an enlisted programs and instructional
It provides nothing more than
soldier, or being without the staffs, this " 'outside directed'
"vocational-technical" courses,
means to subsidize a college program within the framework
augmented
by
distinctly
education as provided through of on otherwise autonomous
extra<urricular activities such
the
ROTC
scholarship academic community" fails
as close order drill. What 1t
program. More than this, the conspicuously to meet the
does offer, therefore, is an oriarmed
services
induce a standard$ of a contemporary
entation or advertisement of n
potentially premature career university.
objective: the motivation and

miJituy career. ROTC

further

advantage

comparison
with
other
departments"
as well
as
schedule military classes "to
make it equally convenient for
students to participate in Army
ROTC as in other courses:"
and it must give the rank of
professor
to
the
senior
commissioned officer assigned
to the institution. (Ln addition,
campuses-is inconsistent with
the University is required, as
the aims of democracy. This
part of the contract, ..To
conception
of the university's
produce
a
minimum
of
This
committee's
basic of the right and responsibility purposes tends to make the
twenty-five officers each year,"
to
maintain
academic university reflect rather than to
and
..To
maintain
an charge led immediately to an
enrollment of onr hundred in examination of the University's standards, to take specific shape and create the culture
purposes
and
methods
and
positions with respect to
the basic course, when the
The university's mode of
then to an examination of the modify or terminating ROTC.
basic course is maintained.")
action is characterized by
relationship
between
these
and
Although this committee flexibility. on open-mindednC5.S
The ROTC program at the
University of Rhode Island is the purposes and methods of was unable to formulate a in the interchange of ideas, and
one of the few in the nation ROTC. We found the first of definitive statement, we are an appeal to reason rather than
tasks
a
diffo:ult satisfied that our reflection and
that follows the "Track C" these
force in settling disputes. These
resulted
in
curriculum, an attempt to undertaking, for there exist~ a deliberation
characteristics run throughout
general
reluctance
to
define
the
sufficient agreement to make the
develoi; a program of study
univer~ily 's apparently
possible the discharge of our diverse acthities. They are, in
that is academically acceptable, purposes of higher education
precision.
The responsibilities. In our view,
with a minimum of technical •vith
University's catalog statement the modem university has fact, the qualities that hold the
military content. This latter typically is remarkably general:
university together and gne it
evolved and specialized to the
subj1Jct matter is confined to
The function of a university point where there are no two its essential character os a
social institution. However, the
the junior and senior years. 1 s
th c
discovery
and
universities exactly alike, and mode of action of a military
The first two years are largely dissemination of truth. The
the
functions
of
each
organiz.ation is, of necessity,
devoted to courses in milit:i.ry University of Rhode Island
university are
many and the very antithesis of all this. It
history and military political canies. out
this function diverse.
The
vanety
of
is not concerned with the
science in wluch ~ome lectures through its activities in the
educational,
research,
and
are given b> members of three
major
areas
of scrvtce programs is bewildering advancement of the culture oor
with the full development of
regul,u univcmty departments. instruction,
research,
and
Even so, the committee finds extension , To enabli: it to do and at ftrst seems to denr the individual: ii cannot abide
common
ground.
But
there
are
the content and conduct of so most effectively, its Board
freedom
of
di~ussion,
these couri.es s-ubstandard and of Trustees has give,, official some purposes and mean) that criticism, or the que<tioning of
Two f urthcr aspects of the
are central. csScntial, and basic
narrowly
defined
.
The
same
a~sumption<
.
It
support to the pnnc1plc of common lo aU un,versiti~.
Benson Committee Report
matenal
could
he
more freedom
perpetuates a status quo in
in
inquiry
and Through
should be emphasized at th,~
education
and social idcoloty and conditio11S;
cftectively presented m lhe expression for hoth faculty and
romL
namely,
that
its
re search,
lhc
university
regular departments of the students.
pointmg
out conserves and ad,·ances tbc and the use of for.:-e in the
conclusions rest upon certam
University within the context however, that such academic
resolution of confhc I is the
explicit assumptions, some of
of recognized courses. Here the freedom ..:arrics with II duties clements of the culturs• which ,·cry reason for ••~ emience.
which, though not all, have
it
deems
most
valuable,
ti
greater give and lak~ of correlative with rights. The
These attttudes ue nccess:iry
been expressly stated; and that
ducuss1on in a heterogeneous Board in its statement dcdarcs constantly rc-.:xunune, and and proper to the philo.-.ophy
,ta
recommendations
ure
evaluates
th,·
cultur,·
through
And purpose of the milita.rr
the
,·ommon
good free
explicllly confm~1I ro !IOlving student body, and the fr~dom that
d iSl'USSIOn
and
the "immediate problem" of of thought and expression nut depends upon the frs-c search constructi,c ,nt,dsm, and sen recs. The v ore tm bodied in
~ncouraged
m
setting for
office,
procurement
Our
truth
and
its free hence promotes social change ROl C, and ;n ROTC program
t.lom1natcd
by
nulitnry expression
t, successful to the ntend that
committee
has
numerous
Its rok 1s not simply to refleet 1t inculcue, its cadets "1th
qucn10ns about the correctness lnflucnu~. would h.: tar morn
The comrn11tcc did not find
the
,·ufturi:hut
1<1
lead
it
Its
these qlucs.
tlus st.H,·mcnt very helpful and
of thei.e nssurnpt1on1 Hi well as mtellcctually st1mulat1ng
But the krmq ol the th,• ,;an,c can be said tor the ult1111~re goa.l is to help
numerou d11;agreement1 with
individu~ls
k•J
fuller
ll\'l:S.
If
1t
Spc"ficall,, the Benson
~Onlro1,t require 111dependcnt dehn1tions we cnoouutercd in
the report's VJnclusion, about
do~ tlus , the quaht) of our Committee contends that "the
bas,.: 15.1Ul"S, Nen,rthclcss, JI~ dcparlmcntal ~tutu, for RO re
other ruurccs lntc1cst1ngly, citizenry WIil IOCV!laltl} but pnn.:,pal 1ltflerence hel\\CCn
member, find gralif>lr•g the which " p~rt ot an tnlcnt,on,11 none or the oth~r 11n,vn&1t)' m,,dcntally be imprn,-cd fhc Rorc ansln•dt(HI ond much
,og, egatton
of
m,htarr 1cporlli we e:..,,mmcd a,t,rnll)'
fact
I hdt
the
Benson
highest values our spcocs has 01 hc:-r ~ollcic lc,-cl ,nstruct1no
Comm11tcc exprc-.sc "the firr11 tnuru,tmn from the 11niverS1f> ~ughl lo tJcc this pMhlt1ni d,sco,cr<'d ha,-c to do with th~ appears ro the commitlec to~
coav1ction that ua th, atuJy of life of 1111: cadet The reo1r,n gq11arct;, Jn most mstanl.t"S .II quality or Hie of the mdmdual
tho development of attitudes
tgnorcd
nnd
long•runge nltrmat1vc military for L11~1ste11,c 011 this p{•1nt was 11mply
not !hat of :m.icly. or the and ,,1]ucs •· It is to sen~ llus
manpower '}'Item, provess, hcc-ornes evident wh~n onu rc..vmmcnd,1t1ons were base.I Stoic, or 11ny ,cnlll} abov, the oh,tc,t1ve that tbc BcnSl,n
in the BenJQn <"'ommittcc
on
more
pratpnnt1c
THI: ROTC-QUISIION Ml'ST re.1ds
Report
1o urge that the Co1n1111t1c~ l1~ s hea') stress on
cons1dcrat1ons. It was f11r cumr lmlmdualob,ective
BE CONSIDf.RlD l·URTllFI{
of
the rrolong~.t
a.nd oontmu.:ius
Ilut to wlu t degree ore merely to or.scr1 111'1 IIUlh•JJal hasic
IN A VE.RY FUNDAMI NTAL ROTC
\lOf\ Crtil)' II t,, tn;JI;(' good
off1cer..:ade1 , anlaC't on tht'
cour~cs d1lferent froro
MANNER"
m.J' 1c-ry
in
one's
own
other un1vcutty oflcrmgs?
l.lliZcns 11
,·1cv,,
sornet1mcs
un1vcr51ty and, in rccogniuo11
CXjlTl:$SCd
on
lan1I
grant
tC'ont-,nued on PIii<' 1ll

IV. The University and ROTC
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(Continued froro S,.gt, I 0)
camr=· And 11 IS for this
rt3SOn that that comnuttee
,sb the uru=ty commu_m1y
10 arrreceute the uruque
auss1~11 of ROTC, a rrus.sion IJ\
.htch 11onquanhtat,1vt' and.
11
,nuns1blc
obJcct1ves
tICd.:iminote However, we do
~ot t,theve 1h11 !110 university
CJD lephmllCI) sock to ch.inge
attitudes or -ttile a recial
inilit•rY
clhos.
As
an
autonomous
educational
111shlUl!0n dt:d1ca1ed to "tlle
f~ search for truth and its
fiTC e.~rre.,sion;• 11 cannot
shdl« a sub;-llcaderruc propam
v,hosc exrliclt purpose 1s to
Utculcate panicular. attitudes
t)lrough the mecbamsm of the
special relationship be!wcen
cadets and thcu ~tary
superiors. Nowhere else in the

UftJftf'lllty do we permit 1
Prosr■m to ,elect lu c■ndid1tu
to a principle of
"fitncu' 111, luc:b rests almost
cxclUSlvoly on con,m1tmcnt to
• spe-afic hleolui)'

,vnn1ct; II there • belier way
10 do thu?

The contrast drown nbove Is
e.,pectally harp hocau~ the
lllms and means of lhc nub1ary
nre being oon1ras1cd with the
cenlral and essential purpose&
of the univeru1y, when tlus 1s
done,
,1ualtttcs
coni1derc~
virtues in the one ~y~le III are
seen as vices in the other. But
lhe eontrast persists JUSI as
sharply when one compares
ROTC With the university's
INny ICIIVlllCS and programs
that
are
-.ocat.Jonal
or
somewhal peripheral. Even
here the same qualities of the
university
pervade
the
educational undertaking, be 1t
in
teaching, research
or
sc-rvice, no matter how applied
or technical. In the unive~ity
setting.
the
underlying

T.h e nature or the military
comn111mcn1
fundamentally
precludes such qu~sltons in lhe
RO l'C program. A skeptical,
opcn~ndcd search for truth
and for haste values, wherever
th.ii aearch may lead, is n
luxury
Ihat
.:annot
be
afforded Freedom or mqwry
mual give way to diSCJphno,
~•thonty, and reg,mmtation.
Inc
clt'ar and
nen:~ry
purpose
is
indoctrination
ralher than education, an
unquestioning allegimce to
military supenors. ROTC does
not
purport
lo e-,aluate
objectively the nation', foreign
policy, the importance of
defense as a national pnonty,
or the inevitability of war.
Academic freedom is subtly

•coonlii?f

Y. The Viability of ROTC
Although

the

conclusions viability of ROTC m the
long-run, given the changing
sections provided sufficient nature of military technology
basis for the committee to and training, the changing
fonnulate its recommenda- nature of higher ~ucation. and
lions, the Benson Committee possible changes in the nature
Report
suggested
another and function of the military
nece5W)' line of inqull)'. That services.
committee addressed itself
Viewed historically, the idea
explicitly to an ''immediate • of recruiting and training
problem" of the military officer candidates on the
semces - how to attract new, campuses of the nation's
young officers, essentially for colleges and universities was a
short term service, "on the pragmatic response to tb.e
assumption that the armed immediate needs. The Morrill
forces I for some years to Act which established the
come I will be or the same American ~-ystem of land grant
order of lllllgnitude as those institutions of higher learning
pnor to the intervention ID the was enacted by Congress while
Vietnam Wu." "Nevertheless," the country was engaged in the
the committee stat~. "we Civil War. The existing service
have the firm conviction that academies could not produce
as the study of long-range the large number~ of officers
alternative military manpower urgently required to lead
systems progttss, THE ROTC troops into battle. In these
QUESTrOI'-'
MUST
BE circumstances, it made sense
CONSIDERED FURTHER IN for Congress to obligate land
A VERY FUNDAMENTAL grant colleges and universities
MANNER ."
to include military training in
Moreover,
the
Benson their instructional programs.
Committee recognized that ~ Justin Morrill explained·
"the rapidly changing character "Something
of
military
of American higher education" education
has
beo:n
as well as proposed changes in incorporated in the bill m
national policies with regard to consequence of the new
the military services ha-.e conviction of its necessity
important implications for forced . . . . by the history of
ROTC. About the former, the the past years." The land grant
committee observed:
1 n st it u ti on s
primar11y
... This process of change is undertook to train students in
likely lo continue for some practical mechanical arts, and
years to come, and . . . the isntruction in military skills
emerging pattern is not yet differed little in kind from this
fully clear. Given this degree of form of instruction.
llllc:ertamty, the committee
Following the Civil War,
believes that the armed services officer training programs at
should approach the problem land
grant
colleges and
of their procurement flexibly uruversities largely ceased to
and with practical alternatives exist As before the war, the
lo the present ROTC programs officer corps of the armed
available
when
and
if forces were staffed almost
circumstances warrant.
exclusively by graduates from
And about the latter, the the service academies. The
committee wrote:
Reserve Officer Training Corps,
Any system of officer as we know it, was not
procurement and education established until 1916, as part
must be relat~ to the future of the Nation,d Defense Act of
11.1ture, size and mission of the that year. As the nation
armed forces. If the active prepared militarily for possible
forces should be much reduced entry into another major war,
m size and were largely CongJe"5 one.: again deemed it
volunteer in nature, there necessary to supplement the
y,ould
be
tremendous output of the service academies
implications
tor
ROTC. with
large
numbers
of
Indeed, its very existence ~hort-term res.enc officers.
might be called into question.
During both World War I
Report adds that : "If there and World War II, the ROTC
were to be a revision of the uruts es.tablis~ed at c~lleges
P~•World War u att
f and umvers1ues contnbuted
USiJl RO
P em_ 0
51gnificantly to fulfilling the
g
TC almost excl1151vely officer requirements of the
sc;urce of reserve office_rs, various services. In each war,
con• : • w~uld have maior however. the set"Vices utilized
nces. ')
additional programs, notably
Co n _Ike
the
Benson Officer Candidate Schools and
80~ttee, our committee did direct commissioning, to meet
eel constrained lo study their needs for qualified
circumstance_s alone. officers. More important, in
led ow the nature of its charge World War II the i.ervioes
comm1t1ee to examine . stituted a variety of intenshe
In a f undamental manner the UI
re,ch in the preceding two

~!
ui.

r:t~::

II

quHtiom ant: 1'-ba,t la the balic
IIIPsir-ci
purJ>OM of thu acti'rity? What
hllman valuct doea II -=ne? ,dixusllion
With

whet

nlues

ml&ht

II

nol
only
in
of
aims
and
■-umptloru bul even tha1 of
mcana We do not argue Iha!
dlsc1pllnc and regimentation
an: ?ut of place 1n the mlhtary
ICTVlCCS bur thay ar~ 0111 of
plice in the umvemt~ . Thus,
the ROTC untl w,thm the
umvenily 1s the plllpMhle and
VlS!blc proof of lhc u111vc11111y's
acceptance or and coopcra1,on
With an enttl)' whose Ideals and
methods nrc not reconcilable
with 1tsown
Lastly,

its
functions,
the
univenily Is a counterbalance
to other, far more powerful
forces in our society, such es
the
pre51,
induslry. and
notably the eovernmenl itself
Ir ii is lo sene society, the
university rnusl maintain its
integrity, its independence
from undue outside pressures,
and iu critical Stll.llce. II musl
e11en1 iaJ

111 d1schar&in11

not allow lteelf to be a pqrilYe
hutrumenl of national pollcy.

Bui thla II actually don In
aequ1e.:ln1 to the pruence on
the campu1 or an asency fo,
lhe rec:rul1men1, 1tlcc11on, and
indoctrln11lon
of mlllory
offierra Not only arc the
ob1ectivcs and procedures of
ROTC lnconru1cn1 with those
or 1he un1versily they are
diunctrically opposed. The
collmon is head-on
between
autborlly
and
apec11I
rda lion~lp on the one tnde
and searchin11, free inquiry and
cxprc.,i,1on on lhe olher. For
the un1Wers.ity 10 continue to
harbor a proa,am so alien 10 111
own philo1ophy is to raise
a,ave doubts-on soc,ery at
lar11c, and especially in the
minda
of
her
own
undua,ad~les
as to rhe
credibility of lhe university's
avowed purposes. ROTC ia
thus p<mtivdy harmful to the
universi1y'1 central aimJ.

training programs, !ich as the
irreversible. Whatever pattern practical purposes the Selective
Army Speclllliz.ed Training
of higher education emerges in Scmce system. ln .iddition, the
Program and the Navy V-S and
the future, and univer,;ities by President hu lold the Mtion
V-12 programs, which suggest
their very nature engender that he intends to r~uce
that
they
recognized
change, we .intic1pate the American
military
inadequacies in ROTC. The
further
rapid
decline
in commitments abroad, and the
technical
and
vocal.Jona! leadership of the Democratic
ca!Dpus plainly was losing its
swtability as a training site for
training.
We
need
not. P.irty appears in general to
the acquisition of essential
therefore, attempt to assess concur with tlus changing
military skills.
other aspects of change - for definition of the mission of the
example, in national attitudes, armed forces.
Today, military technology
student culture, and faculty
and operations have become
Alre.idy the~e efforts to shift
aspuations - in order to national policies seem lo lwve
exceedingly
complex
and
conclude
that
ROTC
has
lost
undoubtedly
will
become
had important consequences
its relevance for students and for ROTC. Allhough the
vastly more sophisticated in
become
an
academic
the immediate future. In an age
influence of v-.i.rious causal
embarrassment
to
the factors cannot be determined
of
nuclear
weapons,
university.
in tercon tin en ta I
ballistic
with crystaline clarity, the
Lastly, it seems clear to us decline of nearly 30 % in
missiles, high performance Jet
that national policies with ROTC enrollments this year ID
aircraft. and other highly
respect to the nature and the contrast to la~t must be
sophisticated defense systems,
mission of the armed forces are attribuh:d in large measure to
it is no longer possible ( even if
being sigmficantly modified - announced
or
expected
it were desirable) to devise any
in exactly those directions that changes in military and foreign
form of meaningful military
the
Benson
Committee policies. Further reductions
training for reserve officers on
observed
would
have can be anticipated in coming
the nation's campuses. The
tremendous implications for years as the armed services
services apparently recognize
ROTC.
The
present
national
strive to retain larger numbers
this fact, for the Benson
administrahon has committed of trained per5onnel, and the
Committee acknowledges that
the
country
to
a
policy
of
process
will
no
doubt
ROTC docs not prepare cadets
moving toward all-volunteer accelerate
with
the
for act.Jve duty. Rather, most
armed
services
which
means
in
establishment of all-volunteer
professional
training
for
effect
retaining
in
military
serv1..:e,
accompanied
by·
officers oommissioned through
careers officers and enlisted reductions in their size. We
ROTC is deferred until entry
men
who
have
been
tramed,
at
conclude that ROTC may well
into active service. They
considerable public expensi:, to become redundant in the near
received extensive training at
operate
the
nation's
lughly
branch schools pnor to their
future m addition to having
complex defen,;e systems. A al!\:ady become irrelevant.
first assignments.
Thus, /NC
Presidential
Commission,
conclude that ROTC has
Once agam, it seems to us, as
head~ by former Secretary of so often in the human
become out-moded and docs
Defense
Thomas
S.
Gates,
Jr.,
c:xperience,
we have tended to
not
presently
.er-.e any
has conclud~ that such all think in traditional y,ays while
practical purpose We note that
volunteer forces are feasible the
the Advisory Panel which
world
hJS
been
and recommended to President transformed about us. With
re-.iewed
the
Benson
Nixon that they bi: established respect to ROTC, the nation's
Committee Report shares this
as soon as possible. If this colleges and univer5ilte, have
view without equivocation
unanimous recommendation is not been sufficiently reflective
Indeed, one member (see
approved by Congress and the about what they were doing.
Addendum to this report)
President, and this result As a result, we have continued
argues
that
ii
became
appean likely - witlun a few to serve a diminishing social
outmoded twenty years ago.
yean. if not immediately - 1t nced while failing to identifr
Just as the military service
would mean ending for all evol\llng needs.
and their requirements have
changed dramatically since the
Civil War, so too has American
higher
education
changed
dramatically during the past
centiry. Those changes ~-an
perhaps be summarized by
For the reasons set forth m enter the University after
1971, DOI be
observing
that
there
is the foregoing sections we do September,
lo
enter
this
practically nothing done in a not believe that ROTC should permitted
universitr today that was done, be retained, in present or program.
lorm,
at
the
or in precisely the same way, modified
(b) that President Baum be
one hundred years ago. Course University of Rhode Island. It
work was rudimentary at best. is neither consi\tent with the requested to communicate
even in the most distinguished University's purpose~ nor can it with officials of other land
institutions,
and
most be made consistent with those grant colleges and universities
committee, to explore whether the)' might
universities were liltle more purposes. The
submils
the be willing to JOin Wllh us IO
than technical institutes. We thereforr,
asking the Deparlmcnt of
see little point in trying to following recommendations·
to provide new
(a) that the ROTC program Ddense
identifying even the major
of
officer
aspects of the transformation at the University of Rhode programs
that has oceurred. However, ls.land be di,;continued by no procurement for the military
scT\ice, or to expand existing
one trend h.as such cruci31 later than June 30, 197S,
Two
supplemental altemauves lo ROTC,
importance for the relahonslup
between nulitary training and recommendattons arc implied
(c) that the Depanment of
the university's purposes that it and the comnuttee believes Defense be urged lo examme
must be dis~uss.:d . We refer to the)' should be made explicit: the academic offe~ of tlus
(I) that freshmen who enter and
the tendency to reduce the
other
educational
technical elements in programs the Uniwrsity after September, mstilutions for existing courses
while
strengthening
the 1970, not be permitted to which .:ould ser,;e as a desirable
academic ones. ThlS trend is so enter the ROTC progrdm, and preparation for students who
(2) that transJer studcnts
general
throughout
the
(Continued on page 12)
country, we believe, as to be with two years standing who
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,,.__.....__.,..
l1fn tOlilt
-of dutJ lncleect, ii) peacetime
offlc,en tend to ievert
Mth"licm1l ROTC
lci4- fJf lllt
mWtuy to reaene status unmedlately
rece1v1n1
their
~ t n n e d after
In add1t1on,
,,,,.,..,....,,.,.,, ··~- officer. flaVDII a commJ111ons
wtuallJ all ROTC officen, u
11:iw
ci•ili■n-oriented
.SIRltidlll. 11ai1 leavenhlg the de11gnat1on of the proaram
intluetiae ,r 11 111d, i9 a makes pJ1111, receive reserve

~':

thin
regular
-iu.t,lo QOunterbalance to the rather
The
'(niblfOf-odanted producb of commissions.
opportunities
of
reserve
the
profemonal
semce officen
for advancement are
,:.-.· Ja111lll'f!l111 al -ccademiel. In the words of the
limited m companson with
~ anll tta aenm Committee Report:
nid r.cua,, "... The most important service academy graduates and
allllcm IIJID1 argument m the minds of this with the small number of
...... coultl clo Committee - both civilian and ROTC trained officers who are
for
regular
ilfdvenily, military memben - is that selected
- - - . 11111 CO off"acer education by means of commissions. Secondly, the
ftlr it would ROTC on avilian campuses ROTC program is highly
a periad of 1trengthen1 our traditional selective. Its characteristic
tJ1e lllitimate civilian participation ~ _ and product is not the typical
Almlricln IOdety in influence upon t~e m1htary, college graduate; rather, it is an
an aaured syftem to 11/herees
alternative
plans individual chosen for qualities
temperament
and
the
ma_)lpowor YIELD MORE DOMINATION of
~ - - of the anned BY
THE
MILITA.RY philosophy that suit him to a
lliiice•.
Therefore,
the ORGANIZATION
ACTING military organization. We have
heard evidence showing that
~ tried to formulate a ON ITS 0~."
.
at "1. leODDDUbdatiODI that The Amen~ people h~ve ROTC officers attempting to
their
peers
and
_ , . permit an orderly throupout their _his_tory rehed engage
ac.tblatiaa of the ROTC on
two
pnnaples . «:>f subordinates in open-minded
plllDill and at tile ame time mpnization
to
m~tain discussion of cunent social
problems
have
bee_n
ellCi01ll'llp the Department of civilian control of the mill tary.
. , _ . to develop alternative We have tried to maintain discriminated against in their
Jll'DIN• for the recruitment minimal armed forces and we assignments and promotions.
ad tninills of prospective bave of!icered th'?m with a
The first corollary of the
officen. The committee is substan~ ~~pc,rt~on. of _men civilian
control argument states
mnfident that .... the study of trained 1n CIYllian mstaluhons.
Jaq,nqe alternative military Althoua)I today we need larger that wholesale disbanding of
ROTC
would
bring
a
IDIJlpOwr system■ progres," forces, there see~• littl~ _need
t.119 military services will to abandon th1S traditional commensurate expansion of
1lilmYer way■ to sttengthen means of providing officer the service academies and their
niltlq
altemative officer leadership for the military influence upon the armed
trliDln& programs and to devi,e ,ervices. If ROTC were to be forces. This appears highly
_,,, propaam and tbat these removed from the nation's unrealistic to us. The cost
be
prohibitive.
...,_ can be effected within campu■es THERE WOULD BE would
a four year period. (It was felt GRAVE
DANGER
OF According to the Benson
Report, "the cost
tllat tbe unmnity bas a ISOLATING THE SERVICES Committee
cxmumtment to maintain the FROM THE INTELLECTUAL to the federal government of
produced in a
Jl.Ol'C proaram for students CENTERS OF THE PUBLIC each officer
academy is ... at least
matdculating this autumn but WHICH THEY SERVE AND service
five times more per officer
t11at
thoe
who
enroll DEFEND."
produced than the cost of
llllaquently would not be
Two coroUaries to this
ROTC or Officer Candidate
affected by the phuing out of position, usually implied and School
officers." The report
the plOlla.lD)
somewhat expressly stated, are
points out further that it
At the · same time, the (I) that if the ROTC program would
be wholly impractical to
committee ii conscious that were
abandoned
on
a try to expand
and contract the:
thi1
university
acting nationwide basis, the staffing enrollments.
staffs,
and
unilaterally ptobably bas little of t_he officer corps from the
physical facilities of the
c:llance of pcr■uading the service academies would be academies
to match the need
Department of "J>efenae to proportionally increased, and
for officers as it fluctuates over
pmme the development of (2) _that the ROTC program
the yean.
IUCh Jll'Oll'IIDS with the provid~
the
only. . or.
ID'lfflcy we believe i1 euential. alternatively, the best poSSl~lc:,
The second corollary draws
Thul our recommendations means of supplying the desired
apparent strength from the fact
include a request that President civilian inOuence within _the
that most of the officers in the
Baum communicate with the officer corps of the vanous
armed
forced
who
are
leaden of other land grant ■ervices._
.
university
graduates
have
institutions
to
determine
This IS a plausible argument
entered
throua)I
ROTC
w!letller a broader boe of of widespread and immediate
mpport can be dnelopecl for appal. To some of_us'. it was, programs. This tends to make
many persons identify the
om position. In addition the at the outset, convmcmg and
committee ■ou,ht to detennine so significant as to override
what n,le, jf aay, the university oppo~g considerations. We
milht properly play in helping determined, therefore, . to
prepare student■ who may eumine it at length. Following
clloale to enter the military this examination we concluded
A second major argument in
antcea following graduation. that the liberalizing influence support of ROTC is that the
We concluded tbat there ii a of ROTC officen in the:
u n ivel'lities,
despite
any
lbni1N and inclinct ltrvice military services is far less re,ervations they may have
function which the WliYenity effective than miahl have been
about the program. necessarily
can pnmde within its replar supposed. There are two
must maintain it in the interest
fanu of operation.
principal reuon1 for this. Fint,
of national security. This
T be
c o m m i t t e e a disproportionately ■mall
obliption has particular force
acknowledge■
tbat
its number of ROTC officen rise
for land grant institutions, it is
IIICIOmmendationa n,pre1e11t a to position, of a policy making
uid, because the Monill Act
oompromile and are prqmatic lenl. They an typically
mandates
instruction
in
ID mtan Nnerthelell 1t1 lhort-term offlcen, molt of
militarr. tactics. The Benson
lmlDND belieft tbat •they whom leaw: the ■ervices for
Comm1ttee Report 1t1te1 that
COllllitute the bnt COIIIIII of dvilian pum.tits followina the
In conadering the unique
acdclll for die llllffllnity in it•
relationship between ROTC
cbmmltmaa.
To
aome
and the academic community:
•mben of tba uniwntty Army) or de1troyed in "one overridina priority must
ODIIUDIUl1ty tlleal conch.ton• indinction ( the practical result be recopi.zed, n1Jnely the
•1 •PPNI' iDconliltnt; they when academic credit i1 national 1ecurity of the
wiD ult wbJ the oommittN did removed from ROTC coune, country . . . without national
IIOt ncoWD4 abolilbins Ole and/or the lnltrUc:tiotlal ltaff ii NCllrity have no bam for
ROTC prop-am .. IOOll u denied faculty statu■). To pursuing our multiple and
contractual
comm.ltmentl other
memben
of
the divene activitle1 The national
l,lenlllt. To 111cb penona we 111Uftllity 00111111 umty our IOftmment can properly look
..... WC line alrwdy giw:n I
concllllions
may
appear to
public
inltitutiona,
•tilfactorJ auw• ROTC irnapollllblc. Ibey will feel aupported as they are by the
lbou1d be ndecl of tlUI we tbat tlle comnattee did not pay taxpayer, to proV1de leadenh.lp
....,. no doubt. But It lbould 111flkie11t attention to the 1n ufegu1rdln1 the entire
not
be
terminated unlvanity'1
Nor can the
obliptlon
to popul.allon
precjpJtou1IJ
(at
the conlrfbact to die m.Wtary ution's prlntely ■upported
CIDIIClmaion of die ODI year MOUrity of the nation To ■uch uruven1tlea be exempted from
neUlteatkm penod requwct tn penom we hope to live a part in the reapon11b11lty
order to modify lM coatnct PlilUaa• anawen ta the the Comnuttee 4011 bebew
Willa tile D.putment of the IUceNdlat Nction1
that most American coll,ps

**'

:a.=:

Ma
.r

ibmmftled to the
af cfviJian control.

Howvv, we

ar11 cormneed
that th11 mferenee is f■Jlaciou1
If the ROTC programs were
discontmued, the requisite
number of officers could be
provided, not throuah the
enlargement of the service
academies, but through other
types of procurement programs
having no ISIC>Ciation _ with
universities. The last ,ection of
this report deals with various
existing or potential alternative
prosrams. Al will be 11een, the
Benson Committee Report
finds these programs to ha".'e
nun'lerous advantages and. m
certain important ways, to
involve
more
efficacious
tnining experiences than those
provided by ROTC programs.

In this connection, our
committee
considers
it
important to deal directly wi~h
two propositions developed in
the Benson Committee Report
and
quoted
previously:
namely,
that
"altema~ive
(officer training) plans yield
more domination by the
military organization acting on
its own" and that "af ROTC
were to be removed from the:
nation's campuses there would
be grave danger of isolating the
services from the intellectual
centers of -the public which
they serve and defend." If, in
fact. the military organization
tends to act on its own, and
inferentially in ways inimical
to the public interest, our
committee believes that the
nation
should
urgently
consider
significant
modifications in the service
academies,
even
their
abandonment. The Ben,on
Committee: reports that the
academies produce "able, loyal
officers..
and
that
they
"possess singular advantages in
securing notable loyalty to a
military career."

FurtheT, our
committee
challenges the assertion that
ending ROTC would isolate the
,ervices from the intellectual
life of the: nation. Whatever
isolation
presently
exists
results chiefly, we believe,
from the peculiar "ethos"
developed within the military
services
and
from
the
characteristics of the men who
are selected for integration into
that system. If the services
select out, when choosing
ROTC cadets, OCS candidates,
and
military
academy
appointees. men attracted to
intellectual life , or. having
commissioned
such
men,
impose constraints on them
which penalize intellectual
activity, barners will inevitably
be imposed between the officer
corps and the intellectual
centers of the public. But there
is little the universities can do
to erode or collapse those
baniers. Communication must
work both ways. To us it
appears that the services, rather
than the intellectual centers
(including the universities), are
largely
responsible
for
whatever isolation currently
exists. This matter transcends
the removal or continuation of
ROTC. (In this instance, as in
the
previous one, some
members of this committee
feel
that
the
Benson
Committee
ha~.
by
exaggeratmg dangers, done a
disservice to the military
services.)

In summary. our committee
concurs wholeheartedly in the
desirability of maintaining and
strengthening civilian control
over and influence within the
armed forces. It looks to the
eraduates of the nation ·s
colleges and universities to
increase this lnOuence but it
It is these loyal, professional doubts
the efficacy of the
officers,
men
with
predominately
military ROTC program to achieve this
backgrounds, who exercise objective. And it contends that
whatever dominating force the alternative and more effective
military services exert in the pro11111m1 could be de•iled that
have
no
direct
determination
of national would
policies and priorities. If that connection with universities
force constitutes a danger (and but which would. in fact,
this committee does not feel attract the same Individuals
are
now
seekina
qualified to make such a who
judgment). we believe the commissions tbroua)I ROTC
nation
should
drastically units as well as other youths
typical of college
reshape the service academies more
so that their graduates become araduates u a whole.

VIII. University
and National Security

0

curative, ■uch as the
supposed leavening Influence
of ROTC officers. appear
singularly inadequate.

and universities do have a
responsibility to share in the
defense of the free society of
which they are a part. It is to
their
own
institutional
■elf-interest to contribute to
the leadership of the armed
forces.
Certainly, no one can
quanel with the general
principles embodied m thae
statements. They are jult as
plalllible u the premise that
the urned forces mu1t be
1ubject to civilian control. But
certainly the111 i.s c:ooliderable
debate
about
numeroua
aaumption,, aome explidt and
other implicit, contained in
them. In ow view, the most
important an; (I) that there 11
a direct and Vital relationahip
between the ROTC pros,am
and the national •cunty of tho
United Statea; (2) that an
ROTC proaram ii the moat
appropriate way for the
U ahersiliu
to
•hare
reapon11b1hty
for
th~
protKlioo of f111c 11>cloly, (3)
that the univenatia muat
aupport ROTC 111 con11de111t10n
of lh 11tudant1' dlllre to
prepe111 f« lllilltan- ICl'YlCe

(and appropriate to thclI
station in life, as officers); (4)
that the univerSJlles• campuses
are the appropriate place for
military officers to be mmed ,
and ( S) that such direct
involvement
m
defense
programs IS the best way for
the univenities to aerve their
own self-interest.
To accept these assumptions
is to accept a particular _pomt

of view. and a parncular
philo11>phic position, toward
the relationship between the
uruversity and the ROTC'
program. Our committee fmds
thla particular poSJtion no
more acceptable than the
anti-ROTC argument I.hat tbe
prop-am should be abolished
on the grounds that II mal;es 1
'pomtive contrlbution t\) I.hr
Vietnam war effort
Bo th
pollhODS distort the a,tual
111Ue1 mvolved, which .:on.em
not 10 much thr ,nonil
)udament mvolvrd 1n t.hc
th ~
m11ntrn1nce
c,f
relat1onslup :as thr que t1on c f
whether or not It 1duevcs thC
ObJeCtlVCS
lt seeks
h)
a«ompluh
(Contmued on

p•

Ill
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Nat. Sec.
(CtioUnued from pasc 12)
5 a result of Its work, ow
com1n11tee !'('JC< ts. In \\hole or
part,
the
various
10
11$SUlll.l'tions set forth aboY(I
V.e do not bclltvt1 that th"
ma111te,unce
of
national
te'uril) would be scnoud)•
lmra1rC1d
by
the
diS.:ontu1uatlon of outm~ed
ron ■ ms
of
off1c_er
~cru'l'rmcnt and trainmc on the
nation's campuses. Rather we
att oon>"\J\CCd tlutt alternative
roetbods
of
oft"_1cer
procurement would contnbutr:
substantially to the defense ot
the natil,n, We reject t_he
proposition that the umvers,ty
mu,t, as a general service. to
wdety.
provide
practical
vocational trauung programs
merely
be.:a_use
cert~n
students are interested m
them-no
matter
how
voluntary ID nature suc_h
program, may bo,. By this
critena the university would be
forced to offer virlll~Y any
kind of program any s1Zeablc
group of students might
request, no
matter bow
inconsistent
\\1th
th.i
11\Stitution 's
purposes
or
priorihes.

Lastly and mo~t important.
rcie~t unequivocally the
proposition
that
th_e
rontinuation of ROTC 1s
essential to the Wliversity 's
"own
institutional
se!f-tntere~t" or is the best_ way
for the university to contnbute
to the leadership of the armed
forces . If the nation were
senously endangered, and if
the margin of safety could be
provided by. and only ~y,
reserve officers who receive
very lirruted military training in
ROTC programs, then there
undoubtedly would be ment in
this position. But the facts are
actually quite different. The
university, we have argued
earlier
must preserve its
auton~my against competing
forces in society and not
become the passive instrument
of anyone. This principle
applies in bad times as well as
good. From our point of view,
nothing
transcends
in
importance the universities'
right
to determine
for
themselves exactly how they
shall
contribute
to
the
common defense and general
welfare of the society. They,
and they alone, must decide
what is in
"their own
institutional self-interest." The
Benson Committee affirms that
colleges and universities "elect
whether they will invite the
[ROTC) program. They are
under no compulsion to do so
." We trust that universities
will never find themselves
co m p e 11 e d by
outside
agencies, even government, to
act in ways prejudicial to
academic freedom or contrary
to tbe1I own conceptions of
how best to serve society-in
peace or in war.
we

In
the
preceding two
sections this committee has
argued that ROTC can be
CLASSIFIED
DRUMS ,
Complete
SIJ ngerland
Zildjian
combination plus cases. S 17S,
willing to negotiate. Call Rick
Nathan. 7&9-630!1

• • •

A STEAL!
1969
Custom Pintail Surfboard, half
Price - Never used, package deal
mclude1 new auto roof rack.
Ca.11884-819S after S p.m.
1rs
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IX Alternath'e Metbodtof Offic~r Proeure1nent
discontinued

w11ho111 dlher
en.Jangering civilian control (If
the
.mllitary
1erv1ces 01
unpau-tnit national .,cunty
There rema1n1, we, feel, only
one further tuk to compteta
t,ur
111ork. That
u to
demonstrate that the military
services have available or can
develop 11nthin a period of
several
)'Cars
altemMtlve
programs for recru1t1ng and
tnnnmg officer candidates in
the number; tht:'y require. To
do this, however, we believe we
must first inquire whether the
UJUVCTsity has any role '11hich II
can properly play IJI helping
students prepare for military
careers, as officers or as
enlisted men.,
Our third recommendation
makea plain we believe such a
responsibility exists. However,
this role does not invol•e
creatlna any kind of specialized
military
curricu l um
whatsoever. To be specific, the
univen.ity should neither 1eek
to establish a civilian tauaht
curriculum in military ~ence
nor a department of military
o;cience empowered to grant a
degree. The role we conceive as
compatible
with
the
university's purposes is to
continue to offer a spectrum of
regular der.artmental courses
tauaht by acuity members on
re1ular academic appointments
that would affor4 a foadatitm
upon "'hich the military
,ervic:e., couJd build effective
specialized tnininl p1otrams.
We have in IDind a variety of
courses In s11Cb d.lsciplines as
psycholoSY, political scie_nce,
history,
econo m ics,
mana1emen t, ensineering and
resource development. In much
the same ,vay that students
preparina to enter graduate
school work out p rograms that
include necessary prerequisite
courses, we anticipate that
officer candidates would select
courses to prepare themselves
for military service aenerally o r
for service within specialized
branches.
Our
recommendations
concerning this program go one
step further. We believe ~be
university. in cooperauon with
other colleges and universities
if possible, should urge the
Department of Defense to
endorse tltis concept and begm
to substitute it for ex.isling
ROTC programs. Indeed it
would be a logical extension
for the military services lo
suggest certain courses as
desirable preparation for men
who wish to enter particular
branches or who intend to
complete
some
form
of
graduate
or
prolessi_onal
education
before rece1V1ng
their commissions.
Under a program of the kmd
we
have
suggested,
our
students would b.: able lo en~er
any branch of milit<l!>' service
on a basis ol equably rather
than merely lo qualify for
commissioning within one as
currently under the Army
ROTC program. In add1t1on,
they probably would have
available to them more vaned
officer training programs than
at
present.
Further, the
creation of such a program
should eliminate any _ques_tio~
about
the
university_ s
responsibility under the Morrill
Act
and
parallel
state
legislation
to
prov_ide
instruction in mi!ila.r)" !aches.
The
actions
of . certam
land-grant
institutions
m
terminating ROTC seem to
remove any doubt that these
statutes compel retention of
the program. Nevertheless, the
program we have suggested

lleem, to us to meet m
contemporary fuhton not l•nly
tho lette, t-,u1 in the ~11
poJSJbl~ WD) tho 1pmt of thei<l
obllgation1
l uni mg
to
ollernative
programs for recruiting and
lnunmg officer cand1da1e1, the
committee
readily
llCkno11oledge1 that 111 members
do nnt possess any cc,ntrolling
competence with roi-pect to the
subJect. However, the Benson
Comrruttce Report provides an
elltensive catalogue of 1uch
programs, including both those
currently employed by the
Oepartmcnt of Defense and
certain suggested programs at
least one of wluch IS presently
m
operation
m
western
Europe Moreover, the Benson
Committee acknowledges that
a number of these programs
ha~ distinct advantages in
companson with ROI C in that
they make pos!ible a greater
concentration of operational
military
equipment,
more
realistic milJtary setting and
atmosphere,
and
more
inten~ve trammg.
\t present all of the services
maintain Officer Candidate
Schools or Officer Training
Schools that operate on a
continuous basis. Those college
graduates
who
attend
institutions which do not host
ROTC programs {the vast
majority of Amcncan colleges
and oniversities) and who wish
to
~ecome
commi5Sioned
officers typically receive thelI
tra.irung in OCS programs. For
example, David Eisenhower
will enter Naval OCS following
his graduation from Amherst
College_ And graduates of this
university
who
seek
commissions m the Navy or Air
Force typically will attend
OCS programs. The maJor
disadvantage to OCS, according
to the Benson Committee, is
that OCS cadets do not acquire
"the depth of the ROTC
product." We are not clear
what this means-whether a
judgment about competence or
attitude-but we see no reason
why
the military services
cannot
lengthen
and
sophisticate OCS training as
appears desirable
.
In
F ranee,
university
students may compete for
commissions
by
attending
off-campus
centers
where
military training is offered on
weekends and/or evenings. A
complementary
summer
program corresponds to our
ROTC summer camps and sea
training.
The
Benson
Committee recognizes that the
off-campus
center
possess
certain distinct advantages.
Training would
be more
realistic and take place in a
military environment Most
important
"the
MAJOR
A D V A N T A G E
O F
ON-CAMPUS
TRAINING
WOULD BE RETAINED in
0

that iludcnta would be taking
uYiluin and mi.l1tary couF$CS
111a11llnncously, and SOMl 01·

THI
OtSAOVANTAGPS
WOULD BF. Pl IMINATI<D"
However, l\\>O du.advantaics
are &uggeslcd '"that Amcntan
college, and urilverliticS are not
bunched
In
mctropoUtun
center1" 10 llul trensportation
10 mlhtary cenlt'.rs would be
d1ffl,·u1t, on.I ' the blending of
clvihan and nulltary innuences
which IS the essence of ROIC"
would be lost
If the French c11n surmount
the loca11onal problem we
bd1eve that Amencans ca.n,
especially since we are a more
urbaruzed society than France
In th.ls connection, we find
highly relevant that large
numben of our 1!udent1
re1uwly
parllc1pate
on
weekends and/or evenings in
military training programs in
reserve units. Sinc.i we have
already discussed at length our
skepticism about the validity
of
the civilian
influence
proposition, we see no reason
to pursue 11 fur1her Cl!Cept to
remark
that
the Benson
Committee's
conclusion
appears contradictory after the
acknowledgement
"that
students would be taking
civilian and military courses
simultaneously."
In this country, the "Manne
Corps has had considerable
success with a program for
training junior officers" wruch
involves enlistment in the
reserve and attendance at two
summer training camps. This
prosram has the advanuce
"that it does not interfere will.
acadennc work in any way."
Howe•er,
the
Benson
Committee feels that it does
not
attract
an adequate
number of officer candidates
and that it lacks the important
officer-cadet contact wruch
characterizes ROTC. In our
view, the military services
might
well
exploit
the
successful elements of this
program and extend it to all
branches. We perceive no
inherent reason why such
programs should not be able to
attract as many officers as the
services require.
Although there are other
programs for comm1SSionmg
officers and
the
Benson
Committee
discusses
suggestions for new methods,

we feel I hat the three program a
'WC have 1den11fled ckmomtrlle
berond qucauon that there
tx.11t cffe,tive alternative.a to
recrwtlng and tralnin1 officer
cand 1dat es on I he nation '1
campu1e.1, We are confident
that the mllltary KT\11ce,
pona., Uie loll and u,genolty
to expand CllUllng programs
and to create new ones,
elJ)ClciaUy If llnl'+'tnitlel IUdll u
ours create general liberal aru
programs
a,
educational
prera11t1on for ,tudents who
pi.n to enter service as a
career (Some mcmben or the
comm11lu believe that the
mll 11ary
1Crvice,
should
senously con,-,der ~stabbshlng
a fifth year program of
instruction and tr1J.11ing at the
nuhtary academics for officers
comm1ss,oned throuan other
programs. We see m such a pl.an
the possibility of infusmg into
the
career officer corpa
~gmficant numbers of men
educated m civilian institutions
and thereby a way of
dampening the tendency for
the military organiution to act
on
its
own.
But
a
recommendation of th.ls nature
goes well beyond the charge of
this committee.) And we
believe that many other
college, and universities are
moving or have already moved,
in Ibis direction.
A year ago ( on March 3,
1969), for example, the Ad
Hoc Committee on ROTC at
Princeton Uruvers1ty reported
to lht Faculty Senate:~
It is clear that tr ·
I.OTC is intende4 by
to k the chi.C mea
rccrurting colleae men : •
officer
ranks.
But
•
Committee
believes
~
ROTC.
as
1t
preee.-,,
functions, is not necessaril)' tile
most effective means for
Pnnceton men to earn of'lleer
commissions. The Univernty
administration, the Faculty,
and the Joint ROTC Advisory
Council have long urged the
military scmces to accept
regularly offered University
courses in fulfillment of ROTC
requirements, to nunimize the
claim of ROTC on the lime of
Princeton students dunng the
academic year and to sluft
military training from the
academic year and the initial
weeks of military active duty
to summer periods.

X Conclusion
Tlus report ts submitted by
the members of the committee
whose names appear hereafter.
We request that it be presented
to the Faculty Senate for
consideration and that copies
be made available to members
of the Univemty community.
William Brooks
James A. Gold
Stephen Katzen
Maurice Klein
Virgil Norton
Francis Pimental
David Pratt

Stephen Wood, Chairman
One
member
of
the
committee, E. James Archer,
concurs in principle with the
substance of the report but bas
certain
reservattons about
whether
the
proposed
recommendation~ for change
can bt implemented. Ht is
writing a separate statement on
this SUbJCCI
The la~I member, John
Breguel, plans to rresent ll
minonty report ID the future.

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS I
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES WILL CONDUCT
QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION
From 12 to 2 P.M.
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7 P. M.
ALL FRESHMEN AND SOPHMORES INVITED

GO GREEK WITH TKE!
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braeJi SociSU.t
To peak About
:Middle East
t,tr
nC'
Bober,
•
_pKsrntat,ve ol the lsnc-lJ
Qrpruutton
"'ill
elk hen al l'RI tomorrow
1
:r.t'mooo
1n
the
l ruon
B&lirO<'m at 4 pm His le-chm:,
"Sol;WISID a!!d Pea~ In the
MiJdlc East," is c°""'°ruorfil
b
IM Cradu3te Student
4'.soa:.boll and the URI
t{d!Of) D~part mcnt

S:,~

IS

wtten to die Bdllor

VOTE
FOR
RALSTON

'Board' Will Allow Students

To Choose Own Regulations
C'hamnan, 8umS1de Hall

Du1 Eduor,
Rcgard1111 n11Ulion policv!

the Board of Governor. 01
Burn11dc Hall bas ~VICWed tis
previous
proposals
of
Septembu
18, 1969 and
October 10, 1969 and the
proposals
of
the
Social
Tbe
hrueh
Socallst Regulations Committee,
Qrg11UZllUOn whJ.:h pubbs.hn
On
Arni
13,
1970.
the magu,ne MATZPEN, IS a mdmdual tower meeunp will
j<!wt Jt:'"ish-Anb orgaruutlon be held. Al thcx meelinp the
committed to the struggle for a socl&I reaulatt0n1 of Bum11de
S()CWllt. unified Middle East, lbll will be deCtded by the
~ of all unpcnalwn and TCS1dents. The results of the,e
c:oloni.slism, I.JI which all meetings will r,o into effect on
peoples ell)OY full national April IS, 1970.
rights As a fust step I oward
lhi5 i;oal, 11 demands the
Taking
this
action
is
necessary m order that the
1111 meJutc withdrawal of Israel
from all occupied turitones, R..sidcnts can participate m a
rrcogruuon of tbe right of all self-regulatory a tmosphere and
displa~,:d J'alcstimans to ~tum achieve personal involvement
or to n:cc1ve compensation as which this University fosters.
1hcr
cboose,
and
tho Sin.:e the initiative o f this
abroption
vf
all
laws proposal wa~ taken by the
conferring special pmi!eges in Board
of Governors, the
Israel on k'll>'S, especwlly the responsibility will r est with
uwof Return
them.
Juan F. MarucaJ
The ISO has rei:'Cntly come
unda
mcre~'Ulg.ly
severe years m the Israeli navy, and
attack
from
the
lsr~elJ has Just been released from a
govcmment.
The
Arabic three-month tour of duty in
edition of MATZPEN has been the army. He is a graduate
completely banned, and the student of economics and
Hebrew
edition
of
the political science at the Hebrew
rmgazine has been heavily Univerut y in Jerusalem and a
research
assistant in
the
censored.
Vaervold School of Social
Am: Bober was born in Work there. He has published a
HaJfa and lived on the Kefar number of articles on the
Rupm Kibbutz m Beil Sba'an
lsraeli economy and is a
Valley dunng his e.u:1:y youth. frequ~nt
contributor
to
He served three and 11 half MATZPEN.

Robert A Cz.cluin11d
t'reS1den1, Stirn■ Phi fpsllon
Rkk B Silverman
Vtce-Prealdent,
Pl Lambda Phi

HEED Thanks
Current Eventa

No-Heat Tye
& Knot Dyeing

Committee
Dear Edllor
On April 2, 1970, Dr.
Lawrence Slobodkin, profe~r
of biology at New York State
Univers,ty at Stony Drook,
presen ted a lecture here al URI
on "Environmental Cnses and
Social Justice." This lectwe
was sponsored Jointly by the
Current Events Committee of
t he Union Board, and by
HEED, and was probably one
of the
best
and
most
interuting talks URI has heard
in a long lime. As usual, 11 wu
a shame the re weren't more
people to hear 1t • Dr.
Slobodlcin
discussed
such
seemingly diverse problems as
t he Vietnam War, woman
power, pollution, racial issues,
and the population problem.
and tJed them all together in a
way that has been needed for a
long time now.
On behalf of HEED, I would
Wee to thank the Current
Events Committee for making
it possible for Dr. Slobodlcin to
come.
Lisa Lofland
H EED -Program Chairman

Satisfy Your Artist ic Urge With Co'l or
Each Design Different And Your Own
INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED

Paint A Design On Jeans, T-Shirts,
Bathing Suits, Etc.
4 COLOR KITS AVAILABLE
Send $3.98 with Name & Addrn1
TO: KOLD KITS
102 BUTTONWOODS AvtNUl
WARWICK. I. I. 02886

S.E.C. presents

FRIDAY APRIL 17
TOM RUSH
&
BILL MADISON TRIO
2 SHOWS • 8:00 & 10:30 P.M.

EDWARDS AUDITORIUM
STUDENTS, $2.00

OTHERS $4.00

*(an arts council event)
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ROBINSON

KROELLER

by Tony Robinson

by J oyce Kroeller

For too Jong students have been manipulated by faculty and
administration, and the university, in tum, has been manipulated by the
larger society. This situation is abhorrent to the expressed goals and
traditions of our university. The university is a community of students
working for the development of all mankind (not just some of the
people). The idea of-a community of students has not been recognized
by those who are given more fanciful titles than students.
By establishing a hierarchy of academic positions and power, a
manipulative education is facilitated and becomes an aim of education.
Manipulative education is a controlling and channeling of intellectual
responses into certain patterns of thought . This breeds conformity of
the worst sort and a stifling of creativity. The only t ype of education is
dialogue - the mutual exchange of ideas. Monologue leads to monotony
and forced acceptance of ideas.
Some people are sure that manipulative education enhances the
development of a student. Manipula tive education stifles a continuous
development as it helps to terminate education at commencement (a
contradiction). To smash manipu la tive education. the power structures
and barriers which mai ntain the status quo must be eliminated.
Freedom is o f the essence in educational rights. The students must be
free to direct their own education.
Students must have the power to direct their social developmen t.
This means tha t the university has no right to determine h ow students
live, just as students shouldn 't tell fa culty how to live their personal
liYes. Student organi zations have long deba ted social regulations. This
has led to the undue emphasis on such regulations and a serious neglect
of the more important educational aspects of the universi ty. Social
rights must be defined by individual living units and no one else.
The university community must be governed as a community or the
present indoctrination will continue . This means that all students and
faculty must be respected as equal and nothing else. The University
Senate must be implemented immediately to insure quality education
for all. Quality education means many things. but in too many cases, it
is alien to URI students. Optional pass/fail, extended drop period,
smaller classes, and university emphasis on teaching rather than research
must become a reality.
The departmental structure at the university has led to bick ering and
petty jealousies which lead to a fragmented association working
independently
to
convince
people
that
life
is indeed
compartmentalized . The need to integrate education is becoming more
and JB9{e apparent. As the university must lead so cie ty and not reflect
it, it ~ imperative that the universit y must study the problems of
society and work towards their solution. Now is the time to work for
the n e ~ changes that must be made at URI.
Vow l!IIJ'."'1 Robinson - President and Joyce Kroeller
Vice-Pr~t!

DAIELL
by Roy B. Daiell
Throughout this year. the
Student Sena te h as borne the
brunt of a multitude o f attack s
that have been made by much
of th e student b od y, Amo ng
others the Student Senate has
been consid ered a "joke" by a
sizeable
portion
of
the
university, Sadly, the criticism
has been valid. The Studen t
Senate has suffered gravely
from a lack of cooperation
among senators. fherc has
been o grc.it deal of chaos
present
at
almost
every
meeting which has prevented
the St uJent Sena le from
accomphih1ng anytlung at all
T he situation \\as not helped
either, by mass rcsignallons of
many upabk senators.
Unfortun.itely, no mat kr
who is elected, n~xt year will
show no impr ovement unlcr.s
d 1,rnges are mJdl"' m the baSlc
funcl11)n
of the
Student
Senate
At the present time, all hills
wl11ch dre pa'ISed by the
Student Senate arc: sent to
c1thc1 the ParuJty Scnnk, or
Prc~1den1 Baum II th.: bill is
sent lo th<' !'resident 1t is often
referred hack to a Faculty
Senate
comm1t tcc,
wh"h
leaves th •• bill in the !•acuity
Sen ate whether o r not tt wa&
r;cnt there.
f he Paculty Sena!" must
t hen approve the bt.11 l,efor~ 1t
can be put into effcc1 Jf !he
Paculty Senst,; de cides that II
d oesn't lil,e th,• hiJI , then t he

Student Senate's efforts have
b een wasted . All t oo often t his
y ear, this has been th e case.
Interestingly en ough, F aculty
Senate legislation does n ot
have to be a pproved by t he
Stud ent Sena le before IT
becomes effective. Thus, the
p resent situation keeps the
Faculty Senate on a pedestal
above the Stud en t Senate
from wh ere it can kick the
Student Senate, and in essen ce
t he student body , right in the
teeth just about any time 1t
wants. In other words the
Student Sena tc: is no mort' than
.in advisory body, whose ach 11:e
1s rejected more often than
not
This situation 1s intokrahle
and must he ch,1ngcd . Th,· o nl)
answer 1~ lo give lhc student
body sole rower l<J gon:rn
stud ent
;iftairs.
If
an
i\ll•untvcrsit> Senate 1s formed ,
then at least a MAJOR ITY of
the reprcscntat1ws should he
students. ,\nyttunc less than a
maJority will h,· dommalt d by
faculty and administmllon , and
students will he no het !Cr nff
th.in tod.1y. T hr proposal
which recently came oul ot the
Studen1 l.1fc Commtltec docs
not give students a majority,
nnd is thcr~tore not u solutinn
10 the present rrohkm. l'hc
only ~nlulaon 1s 1,., put sol<
power over Uudcnl allau~ in
the hands uf 11 61udcnt-donun atcd
Senate
II clelled
V1ce•Prci11J~nt thJS 1s who! I
w ,IJ work for

doean 't say is up to each
indi'ridual student.
URl's main function is

"Hurry up, please, it's
education . If univenities had
time." T.S. Eliot
It's time to form a viable been achieving this goal in the
all-university senate. For too past perhaps some o f our
long haw students, faculty and pnsent
issues
would be
adminis tration
work e d non~x.istent.
A
Wtiversity
separately, in isolation from graduate should have an
each
othe r ,
Although understanding of humanity and
all-univer sity
committees be able t o cope with life,
provide
one
channel
of culturall y.
eco nomically,
communicatio n it is no t socially and politically. This
sufficiently wide or inclusive. goal can't be reached by one
To
achieve
a
viable student, a group of students or
governing body it is necessary in on e year. It is a continW11g
that
the
coming
year process t hat moves as quickly
ESPECIALLY b e one o f as we make it go. I think it 's
cooperation. Flexibility and time to use all our energies to
rationality must be exercised speed it up.
by
all mem bers o f the
St uden ts must establish their
university community in t heir p rio rities
and
articulate
relations with each other and formally and informally, We
in their dealing with the m ust
demand
qua lity
out side community.
education and act to achieve it
Hopefully. 1970-7 I will be by working to gain increased
for
faculty,
to
the last year o f life for th e salaries
Student Senate. Alth ough the p articipate in tenure decisions,
to
eliminate
the
major goal of this group will be a n d
the
formulation
of
a devastating "publish or perish"
unicamera l b ody it also has the basis for tenure attainment .
potential
and
ability
to
We must work towards
independent study programs
a ccomplish o ther ends.
What is its po tential? This and inter-discip linary maj or s,
d epends
on
t he
quality, residential colleges and more
seriousness and con cern of faculty and facilities, We must
students
represen ting
the decide if we want a hockey
INSTEAD
of
the
studen t s o n committees, on the rink
Senate, and at state-wid e elimination of classes of 800, a
meetings.
The
Sen a te's swimming team in place of
potential also depends o n its stimulating professors who
allevia te
the
very
d esire to commu nicate to the could
student body but also the tangible boredom WE ALL
studen ts
desire
to
be F EEL in some classes, the
commUJlicated WITH. Unlike chore it is to attend class.
Presiden t Nixon , t he silent
We must understand state
majority cannot expect its policies - the key to achieving
voice t o be heard if it d oesn't so many of the needed
speak, doesn't sh ow con cern or improvements rests with the
interest. A vote d oesn't count
size o f the state budget.
if it isn't cast.
We need the participation
What is the Senate's a bility? and awareness of every student
It has t h e ab ility to investigate to obtain increased social
an area, comm unicate its freedom and the responsibility
fin ding to the stud ents, and
that accompanies it.
th en act upon its con clusion s.
All of these areas concern
It can appoint students to us;
of us should be
com mittee s
to
achiev.~ concerned.
Act
on
an
communication
among
all
individual basis or a collective
members o f URI. It is the voice
basis - but act! Now is the time
of the students - limited , yes, - start by supporting Tony
but the only o fficial o ne we Rob inson for President and
have THIS year. WJ!at it says or
myself for Vice-President.

an

HIGGINS
by Ted Higgins

An effective vice-president
must work cohesively with the
President.
It
is
the
vice-president 's job to make
the task o f t he president less
hectic. Al URl the President
h as some extremely time
consuming functio ns : prco;.ident
ol lh<· senate, member of the
Athletic Council and Senator
in the Facitll> Scnutc, to name
a few. As vice-pres1dc:nt, I
would try lo eas1: the burden
of the presi,knt With the
scraratio n
ot
the
111 '(
• omrmttc,• d1airmJnship trorp
I he
vtee•prcs1dcnq,
the
vi,c-presidcnt has more time 1,,
devote lo these ta,k, tf
del,•gatcd lo tum hy lhc
prcsid,· nt , A s vkc pres1dc11t , I
would ,1lso try lo use some of
llus IIIUC to go lo all th,,
SenJnk ,-ommH le,· meetings so
that
the
pn:sidcnt
and
v1,c-prc:sid,•nt will be more
aware of the pro.:c,·d1ngs at the
committe,· mcctu,gs. Tl)O often
during th,· past semester lht•
pr,snlcnt tind \l,:e-prcs1dcn1
had only a vuguc 1d~J ol wha l
w.15 going on
at
t h,,sc
{()1t1mittrr meetings I would
like lo sec t ht• "i~c-rresulc11t
made an c:>.-(Jff1c1<1 m, mh<'r of
all 1ho t111nm1ttccs ot the
Stud ent Senate

Also, more emp haSJs should
One of the biggest problems
be placed in giving the students of past Senates was keepmg tile
a chance to learn in uncrowded S<lnators interested. Too often
classrooms. As a member of in the past because of petty
t he
Academic
Affairs grievences,
some
really
committee and later on as its qualified
students
havr
charrman, I urged the passage resigned,
With
the
new
of the pass-fatl system and apportionment law coming
extension o f the drop period into ,•ffect , 1t will do a gre~t
which would be two ~teps deal to make the senate a mo r~
leading lo an more effectiw cohe,ivc umt.
adacemic atmosphere at URI. I
feel that at URI many students
URI doe~ no t gh -e their
arc
drop-outs
in
thetr students en o ugh power to
curn,ulums. They seem to be govern the mSteh·e, I feel th.it
gomg through the motion, of tb.: student s should b: gu-cn
Just
taking
th<' required authority to govern t hemselves
t:.oursc s. With th<' adoption of a o utside the· classroom AU
pass-fail sy,tem , I fed we student (lfganizat.on, _,ho~ld ,
m1gh I save ,om,· of t hesc .mJ probably would t unct1on
int,'Tnal drop-<Jub
mor,• cffc ctm:: ly, if governed
It has bc·cn 1ncn11onctl that e,dusn·elv b, lhe , tuJents
t he Scn,11,· m the past wus not thcm,dv,. ; _
for th.: power
a,tmg m the interests of the the nc-.,-prcsidc nt h as , 1t "
st udcn t< ti rcprcscn Is but 111 more ,u less up to th e
the senalc>rs ' own inl~re~ts , \s indn1dual
A
J ynam,c
H<:l'•pr, sidcnt I would try to vi--e-rres1d,· nt ,,ould draw up,..>n
bring the Senate ,nto 1,1uch th~ m.,n, a:;.«-1 • ,1I his d isposal
w11h the Sludcnl hody The to ma kc· 'hi- 10h and I he• Sena le
lirst oh1ect1w here 1s i., g,•t more of a sp,..,ke,man tor th,
prople
1nvc1lwd
111
the student~ thlln II " n,,w
fttnttlons of their @<Jh,rnmcn1
I think on.- Wit)' ot h!J,hing the
I "ould I.JI... to sec th c
r,·oplc 1s to hold mc.-t111gs m ~,l,,rti,,n 0f th,• propo~
d1ffcrc111 pluces dunng the lln11criat)' Se,uit~ and in 1
semester Tlus method would office of v1<-c-pre'\ld tnt
n·,eal the bu•ineu ol the
Scnar..- t,> 1bc •tud,•nts which would ,lo 3S 11111, h D$ r omhk
t11ay 111 turn k•d to thelf t,) tn to luskn the adopllon
of the nc w Senate
rar11c1pJt1on in lhc Scn,1te
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'!be UJU Beacon. Wedlltllday, April I, 1970

fellow students,

RALSTON

As you tnow, I hope, I am a candidate for Prellident of your Student
Senate My elecuon to this l,'Olition 1s dependent upon your vote each
of you. Therefore, I am wntma this letter to facilitate your decilion u
to which of the three candidates you shall seek to support.
I refuse to use the standard political ploy used around this campus of
charging you with being apathetic. If you, as students, have Interests in
other are.as l have no right to call you apathetic. This has been a term
thrO"n at you since _freshman rc&istration and I feel ft not only
unfair. it's untrue. I think one of the most important functions I could
perform as PreSJdent is to show creative, effective leadership and adapt
the student government to your needs and interests.
It seems to me that the concept of extra-curricular activities is
orientated about the concept of hurrah, ricoon coat and frivolities of
the." J9.20's. Today's student is interested with civic related topics such
15 the War, Pollution, Birth Control, Ecology, Drug Problems, Civil
Rights, etc. The student government has not changed it accent and
tenor to conform to these interests.
The primary reason we arc all here, in fact also for the existence of
the 1mtitution, is the quest for aC.'.ldemic education. But in order to
achk,·e this objective we must develop socially, culturally and
intellectually. This is the justification for extra-curricular activities.
We, as students, are much more sophisticated than students of 20
years ago, this is common knowledge. But we are restricted by a system
of Uni,·ersity structure older than that. We as students are strictured by
rules and regulations (both academic and social) that we have little or
no ,-oice in making. We are confronted with a meaningless world. made
so by our ''elders," and it is they who are making and enforcing these
archaic rules and structures. Well, 1 say they have _Pr<;>ven _as. inept as
posS1ble, U1ey have created the pro~lems that we will mhent 1f y;e do
not cti_ange t~e system. And, we will never change the University by
accepting their mandates.
Therefore. I stand as a candidate who will not yield to dominance by
the faculty and administration, I yield to your "needs and interests. I
WILL VIGOROUSLY PURSUE THE UNIVERSITY'S RECOGNITION
OF YOUR RIGHT TO DEVELOP SOCIALLY, CULTURALLY AND
INTELLECTUALLY AS YOU SEE FIT.
My whole platfonn that can be stated briefly by saying: We students
are, as a body, mature and responsible. We are cognizant of the
fundamental reason why we are a part of the University. I. as President,
will do everything within my power to insure that we are treated as
such in the whole spectrum of University affairs. I feel somehow
student government has lost contact with the student body. Therefore,
I propose not only to bring it back in contact but to adapt it in a
manner that will better serve your interests.
Part of my specific ideas were indicated in last week's BEACON, if
you would_ like to hear_ them_ all please com~ to the "Open_ Hearing,"
tomorrow m the _Memonal_LJruon or come to ltsten and question when I
come to your reSJdence urut.
Evans Ralston

RICH
During lhe late I 800's and
mto the early 1900's a student
was looked upon by educators
as ~meone that is seen but not
heard. And so today at U.R.l.
this most grand tradition is
being followed in its most
glorious form. The University
(defined as the faculty and the
administration) has 1mtiated a
new
deception
called
progressive traditionalism. On
the surface, every change seems
progressive, yet deep down the
change
follows
a
~trict
tnd1tional line.
One may ask how can the
University he both progressive
and traditional. The entire
problem boils down to one
basic
fact,
that
the
administration and the faculty
an: the ones that make all the
rules all the time. Students
have no governing powers
farther than the power of
suggestion.
Thus,
the
Univtrsity does implement
r.hang"te
in the form of a
Okeniltic" gratuity so that
the status quo tradition can be
~pt, in other words, if one
IMs the peasants some bread
they will k~p quiet.
The mere fact that this
lradihon is allowed to exist is
enough basis for students to
revolt, for nothing can be
rtally changed while such a
esophy ls being followed.
tbe....enu must strive to cbanae

"establwunent" of the
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Student Senate
Candidates

SPEAK-OUT
President:

Mark Hodosh
Evans Ralston
Tony Robinson

Vice-Presidenu
Roy D11.1ell
Ted Higgins
Joyce K.roeller
uslie Rich

Primaries A.prU 15-16

HODOSH
by Mark Hodosh
In this year's election in our student "government" I believe that I
have provided the student body with a clear cut choice - they can vote
for the two candidates from the Student Senate, or they can vote for
the person running as a candidate from the student bod _ me. It ism
belief that this is the fundamental •
th t
t b yd .d d . h"!
.
issue a mus e ec1 e m t is
election.
It is my belief that despite what the Senate constitution may say,
they do not represent student opinion - they represent their own
prejudices and opinions. It would be very easy to argue that the Senate
has had to fill a void created by student apathy but this assumption is
incorrect, for in fact, it seems that the Senate did a great deal to create
the student apathy that caused the void the senate had to fill. I believe
that this void could be eliminated if only the senate would assume, for
once, its most important role - LEADING the student body and
exposing them to new ideas; even to controversy.
In examining the issues that Senators Tony Robinson and Evans
Ralston have "raised," I find the same intellectual sterility that has
marked the Student Senate since I came here three years ago. Tony
wants to better the academic situation on campus and Evans is
concerned with student primacy "outside the classroom." May I ask
what is so startling about these issues? Everyone knows we have
academic problems that must be cured and at this point there is nearly
total agreement among students that they should be able to control
their own lives no matter where they are; in affect then, these issues say
only what everyone already knows. I believe that action must be taken
on these matters immediately and if no prompt and reasonable response
is given by the administration, then the students have a right to do
whatever necessary to change the oppressive circumstances. Further, I
believe that the students of this university must become involved in
problems that go beyond the campus, for we are not only citizens of
URI but, more importantly. of a much larger community. Not five
miles from campus "shanties" can be found; do we as students have any
responsibility to help our neighbors? I maintain that we do.

University fint before any
other real change can be made.
l truly believe that this basic
philosophy.
which
is
completely
oppressive
to
student
rights,
must
be
destroyed. The question arises
how students can destroy
sometlung they ha\·e no power
over. One must look at the
present
situation
of the
So long as we continue to fool ourselves that the senate represents
Univemty to answer this
the students we can not change the Senate; we must understand that
question. The Student Senate
IS
officially
a
student
the senate is issolated from the student body and has become a
suggestion box. This must be
self-perpetating institution. One need only remember that the Senate
changed. The Student Senate
has NEVER nominated anyone for president other than a student
must become an effective
power organization at all costs
senator to see how the senate is self-prepetuating. I am not presently on
for
this is of primacy
the senate and I do not wish to be associated with the kind of student
importance. Students must
senate that we presently have; I wish to become president of the
begin to take an active role in
all
committees
in
the
student body, not of the Senate, and change the philosophy from one
university. The "tolcenistic"
of "do what we can as students," to "do what we MUST as human
approach of allowinf one
beings."
student on each committee is
inadequate to the effective
governing of the university.
The
Faculty
Senate
ls
becoming a stale piece of bread
that ii bepuiina to cnunble. lltUdcnts will be able to have an
Students shou.Jd-belp cnunble effectift voice In Uniwenity
this 111C:le• bureaucracy. The ll)ftinment.
It bas been aid that the
Administration, headed by the
"Roclr.," is the prime supporter University Senate ia the IIIIWCI'
of
tradition.
The to all questions. if the faculty
administration
must
be Senate does pve up its powws,
changed or destroyed. Student& and If the Administration pftl
must watch out for the up ill executive po-n, and if
hno
equal
deceptions of the "Rock" with students
bis
uncompromisin1 represntation on this Scute,
compromilel. Once all thele die U n i ~ Souto will
Ai pnllllt die
c:lwtaa baw been made, wort.
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Baum Considers
Plans to Benefit
URI Community

Polled Students Disagree
With Proposed Parietals
by Barbara Quill
Twenty-five students poUed
about the proposed rolicy
calling for 7~ay intervisitation
from 9 a.m. to 3 a.m. the
following
day
agreed
unanimously with President
Baum 's disapproval of tbe 3
a.m. closing hour. The 25
dormitory re~idents, Greeks,
and commuters favored ..more
reasonable hours."
The students' main concern
was for those to be respon<;ible
for removing visitors from
rooms at 3 a.m. to the main
lounge which would be open at
all hours. The three RA's
interviewed
voiced
strong
opposition to their having to
carry out this duty. One female
RA thought this would ask too
much additional responsibility
and time of the Resident
Assistants.
(Editor's note: The Social
Regulations Committee did not
indicate that RA 's would be
required to oontinue in their
duty of "parietal patrol.")
Those interviewed, had no
suggestton5 to improve the
present proposal. Instead . they
suggested 24-hour visitation
reasoning that 3 a.m. was j115t
six hours shy of the fuU 24.
They did not necessarily favor
this suggestion but regarded it
as resignation to the fuel or last
resort .

scream until they get them. It
is a small minority infringing
on the nghts of the majonty."
Another principal concern
wa~ for roommates and other
members of the residence
situation. This varied according
to the different housing
facilities . Those within dorms
felt that Visitation as not
e-0nducive to their physical
set-up and that they would not
be able to utiliu them m the
proper sense. The major
drawbacks were infringements
upon roommates' rights and
invasion of privacy.
In
the Roger Williams
complex,
however,
the
maJority favored the new
visitation policy. They felt that
the environment is more
conducive
to
increased
parietals.
One sorority member could
not comment beca\15e her
particular house, as is true of
several others, has voted down
parietals due to Uleir living
situations or architecture.
Fraternity
members
questioned said their situation
is conducive to visitation 1f it is
not abused.
Much the same expressions
were true of men living in
residence
halls
who
commented "Hours are messed
up" and " Hours should be
changed." Connicts between
roommates were expressed, but
a general acceptance of the
visitation proposal m some
form wa, apparent

President Werner A. Baum is
considering five proposals by
the Student Life Committee to
solve major problems of several
university commuruty groups.
If approved, these plans
would
I.
establish
an
all-university committee to
study setting up an appeal
board for students receiving
what they consider unfair
grades 2. allow the library
staff to be represented in the
faculty senate 3. formally
recognize
the
Graduate
Student
Association
as
governing body of the grad
students,
4.
subJect
a.II
legislative matters to student
approval, and 5. form a council
of
e xecubve
comrruttee
members, faculty and student
senators. and GSA to approve
certain legislation.
Another
Student
Life
Committee proposal referred
to the Student Conduct Board
and Appeal Board would
SU5pend the President's power
to suspend students. Section
15 or paragraph B reads·
"Pending final action on
violation
of
University
regulations. the status of a
student shall not be altered.
Similarly. t he status of a
student shall not be altered in
reaction
to
arraignments,
indictments, or verdicts of
public courts."
The Student Life Committee
meets every other Thursday to
discuss th~ general welfare of
the students and to make

URI Is Awarded
Grant to Expand

recommendations
to
adrninistraton and to President
Baum. The committee provides
an open line of communication
among students, faculty, and
adrninistTators. Composing the
The National Sdence Foundacommittee
are
four
undergraduate students, one tion bas awarded to URI $200
graduate student, three faculty 00<! to expand the staff and
members,
and
three cllities of the computer labontory.
administrators.

r~:

PIER CLEANERS
MEMORIAL UNION
Next to Bowling Alley

Dry Cleaning and Shirt Service
Hours -

3 to 6 -

Mon to Fri.

Drop Box Service at Any Time

Phone 783-4932

THE

POL. SCIENCE
MAJOR SAID

DICTATORIALLY:

Those intemewed agreed
that there 1s no pra,tical way
to have someone stuy up until
3 a.m. check rooms, and herd
guests rn the open lounges
A majorit)' of the 25 favor a
tnal run for the proposed
policy if a maJority of the
campus community so desires.
One fraternity member telt
that only a minority "'ants
24-hour parietals and "they'U

Blue Key
Applications
Available

THIS
SUMMER

Eight new members will be
selected this spring for the Blue
Key Society: One •junior, two
sophomores,
and
five

Theatre, tennis and ridin& facilities are on
campus as well as modern residence
halls for men and women.

freshmen.

UNDERGRADUATE COURSE OFFERINGS

Candidates must be active
members of the university,

Liberal Alts and Sciences, Pre-hofeNlonaf
P,.En1lnNrina. 8'&slneu end Eduptton. '

must be academically rated in
the upper fifty per cent of
their class, and must show
leadership and interest in
univerJity
functions.
All
applicants must appear for an
interview before the Blue Key.

GUD~AT£ COURSE OFFERtNG$ in the School of
Education, Arts and Sciences, Palmer Gr.eluate Libra
School, Arthur T. Roth School of Business Admlnistnttlon.
Art and Theatre Wefb_,.

Bl~ Key assists at university
functions such as Homecoming
and New Student Week. It
coordinates the Campus Chest
Drive and holds the Blue Key
Baz.aar every year to support
the Drive. Blue Keys serve as
hosts and guides to t1S1tors on
the c.impus, and usher nt
convocations nnd un1vers1ty
runchon
Stw.knu intcre~ted m 'Blue
Key may obtllln an uprlicatron
at the Student Act111Ltcs de;>-.
m the Memorllll Uruon All
cumpleteJ forms be m the Blue
Koy ma1thox by <, 30 ('.m ,
Apnl 18 Candidates wdl
receive nol!ficatll)n of thotr
1theduled interview ~n after
th~ dtcaclhnc New membe:rs
WJII be topped at the Honors
Convocation 10 May.

MTT,T,ER
MAKES IT RIGHT!

Apply now for lWO ~wm SUMMO SESSIONS
JUNE 22-JULY 24 and JULY ~-AUGUST

n.....oa, and Ewnlni.

Visitinc students from accrtdited colleaes welcome.

C. W. POST CENTER
LONG ISLAND UNIVERSrTY

BEND 1JS

for lddit10111l tnfOtlllltlon, &Ufflllltr bullttle llltl IIIPficlUan

-'D-VEIIBIAL

YOUR

Phone (516) 299-2431 or Nil COUjMIII

r---------------------------

1 Summer kulon Office, C. W. Poat Cenlar
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Cane Programs Continued Comm. Ht~ginR
To Stud} lJJU's
NT .. D d f 1970'S
Jn C\♦ eca e o
Hole in l 'uture

b\ Jotin Leve q u
T Mtller rtt · Jo111
·! the CVmRLtlc, to Negro
Eduw!ton ICAP\11·) Sllld 1n •
BfiAC'O'II int
!hat the
m.t!D purpose ,,1thl" , ..minultt-c
.., '"t.., iraplI'O Negro studc,:11, to
rontmuc t hcu educarion
C,\NE 11cC<11urlt.m cs tlus in
three \\ i) s, thro ugh o lulo nnl
prog ra m ,
br . obtlllnmc
, . b o.1.J.rUups
for
worthy
students,
aml
through
a
SJl"DSO~lup program Ill w.~•ch
the student u "spon~r~d by
a romnutt~e member or . a
nicmbC'I 0 1 thr commuruty
who hl"lr s the crul~ mvrstiga\e
possibilities 10 further his
wu;:auon ,
Miss Miller, a resear..:h
a.<:s0c1ale m anunal pathology,
~neOy
outlined
CAN E's
lustOI)'
and e:1.plauu~d !he
L ,

m."

ccm111Jtree's action,.

1

South Coun1~ URI ""-Prt ~d
A. 21-me mber c:ornmutcc
111
th
c<>mm1tt u
mode,
up
01
fa~ully
rcCt"ntl}, u Well, Tht tnon .. tary
odmmt•rretors, and studon••
e,1u1v.itrn1 or • da) 's 1ntak<1 ot
h.1S begun a stu.Jy of the
mcal•hool.: stam1•s wo donated
l'ntvora,ty of Rhooe lll!and ••
to C'ANl as wus onr-,hiJd ot
long-mnge obJcctivcs Dr 1'\11cls
thci proc~ d s (•f Alrha Plu
R,1 rhoiln, proft$SOr of food
OmegJ •~. "Ugly
Man
,,n
1111<1 resource economic,, 15
Campus contc,t
ch:ttm1• n
As a re$ult of this ~up port ,
In a mcmorundum to the
CANt=. LS now .,lter11rtmg to
cornm,ttce Dr, Werner A .
rorm n studl.'nt arm or the
liaum said "lhi~ self~udy
committee. At prcknt, there ls
h1lpdutly, w1JI thart ou;
only one student repr•·sc111at1vc
objectives for th..., nellt dec.idc
on !he comm1tte,r, and in Its
or S{•. It should ulso seek to
~urrent newsl-,lter an 1m1tat1on
eUabltsh consen,us on 'our
is
Ulen!1ed
to
any(lne
score . as u university and our
mtcreskd m CANE's act1vit,es.
role 1n a coordinated state
system of higher education and
1
ntcrn~1

Flooding of Manholes Cause
Of Power Failure At URJi

In 1960, 11 graduate student
named St uart Taylor started an
0fllawza t,on to aUevia.te the
by Kathy Wrnters
/',egro drop-out rak tn the
failures Mr. Bischoff noted the
Mr
Lewis B. Bischoff,
South County area. Today. dm:ctor ot the physical plant
several emergency generators
CANE oontmue-s to carry out r~vealed in a recent interview
on
campus.
The
central
\Ir. Taylor\ duectives
telephone
dispntchment in
that the heavy rain experienced
Mr, Taylor duccted his last week c.'.lused the power
Rodman HaU has one which
,fforts at the area's high failure which plagued the
was set in operation Sunday,
schools b( c11us~ he believed university
The boiler room in Lippit Hau
community
1ha1 the secondary schools Thurs,Jay and Sunday.
contains a generator which is
were the center of the drop-out
able to maintam the heatmg
Mr. Bischoff went on to
problem. In addition , he tried ellplain that that electricity for
system. Keaney Gymnasium
to
prepare
the
college the campus is transported by a
posses.\es a generator which in
community for Negroes since. system of underground ducting
the case of a blackout during
at
the
time ,
many and winng, ll1e electricity
an event could switch on
OrgllJUU t1ons were closed to travels
regular lighting in 15 minutes.
from
m.mhole to
1hem.
There is also an emergency
manhole and in each manhole
The program met with are
generator which operates the
huge switches which
tinuted
results
until
the control the power in individual
lighting system in the library
members began tutoring in the bUildings. According to Mr.
Mr Bischoff stressed the fact
Juruor high schools. It was at Bischoff last week's rams
that a special effort is being
tlus point that th e committee produced a very high water
made to maintain the !igh ting
realized that the dropout table and as he stated "We
in the library.
problem began in about the were flooded out "
third grade.
In
addition
to
these
The first indications of a
generators Mr. Bischoff said
Thus, in
1964 , CANE possible
power
shortage
the physical plant is in the
started a nursery schoo l so it occured Thursday afternoon at
process
of
purchasing
could attack the problem 4 : 17 p .m. when Washburn Hall
generators for lhe Greenhouse,
before it began. Six months reported
that
it
was
later the committee was invited
and for Ranger, Fogarty and
experiencing
e lectrical
Morrill
Halls
where
to take part in a Head Start
difficulty. Soon after, aU the
experiments
would
be
program initiated by Doctors academic buildings were out ,
hampered by a lack of power
RusseU and Mollie Smart of the Roosevelt Hall also reported
Plans are also being made to
Child Development and Family that their power had been lost.
purchase one for WRJU and
Relations department.
As the c.iuse of the power
one for the infirmary.
When
the
Head
Start shortage was unknown, Mr.
program ended the next year, Bischoff explained that all the
Mr. Bischoff also explained
CANE was forced to " farm power had to be turned off so
that for the past two years the
out" the students to various the men could pump the
administrative and engineering
nursery schools. Two years manholes
dry
to
rest ore
departments
have
been
ago, the committee re-started "power." The trouble was
working for funds to increase
the nursery school and is discovered at Fogarty and after
the capacity of the wires.
currently in the process of correcting the situation power
Contractors, who have been
establishing a day-care center was regained at 10: 00 p.m.
hampered for the past nine
for the children .
months due to the general
CANE receives funds from
Sunday at l O a.m. Mr.
Electric
Strike,
resumed
its 200 members and through Bischoff again received a report
operations last week. As a
Various fund-raising activities in that practically the same thing
result tentative plans for a
was recurring.
Contractors
complete power
shutdown
from Providence, qualified to
have been scheduled for this
Must
Sell
handle heavy voltage, were
Saturday and Sunday and next
1962
COR.VAJR
called in The problem was
weekend as weU. AU parties
Perfect Condition
discovered in the manhole
lllVolved will be informed.
outside of Kelley Hall where
New Bottery, Tires etc.
During this shutdown old wire
the water level was 12 feet
and switching will be removed
$75.00.. ..See Pete Pan
deep. With the aid of the fire
and put on the ground m steel
789-0615 after t 1
cases.
department the contractors
opened the manhole, pumped
Mr. Bischoff added that he
it and dried it out. The wires
wished to publicly apologize to
We Wont You To Join Our Church were then spliced and after
those students from Burnside
As An
undergoing a special process
Hau who have been bothered
were waterproofed Power was
for the past two weeks by a
regained soon after
street light which was blinking
And Hove The Ronk Of
Mr. Bischoff explained that
on and off every 90 seconds. A
when the power goes off there
repairman was caUed in to
is usually trouble with the
correct the situation.
beating system. The heat turns
'l'ttth... • "IOt1.otl,
11,ed t 11th unotnoffl!n,.t 1Gn,1l
..,. no ~ tiu.~ _ oon,-, . or dopw Oi,., fat
to steam and condenses into
In conclusion Mr Bischoff
f't-w. "I a..:,Ch It IC'I ~ --Ing ~ mU'I~
stated that "as Jong as you
~ bar.--. _,.fwl -wrc batlft'I AU 1Nn ar• "'1iti.d water. ThIS is what occurred in
IO~°""'ICICnv,ct,om; To· ~
l"'1lh thettc,wn
Morr ill,
Independence,
have mechanical and electrical
~ f .,...~ II .,...... bl, no CJUeft~•- tc1. Au
Crawford,
Kelley
and
~ of U. ~..~h• .,ou frYv
things there will be problems."
J $t,,c IOU/ OWft Chufd\ Mid ,tpply f o, • •
Woodward Halls where gasoline
AU we can do is find the
'"9!.ion from Pf'OPffty .,r.c, 01ht, 1• .11.&
driven pumps were used to
problem and correct it.
2. ,.,,Qfffl ""-'"9t. t..p1i~. fvnet• IJ • !'Id
1
pump out the water . However,
l.
1~°:!. ~ ,;t
preventive measurc-s were taken
~ . r o n. lOff'll'lht-~,.,,.tto,o.~b.,
CLASS AO
Roosevelt Hall and as a
' "'
s.r, df.-,, *QfflptOI.., on, of 041r won in
result it experienced no heat
~ ':~~11:!1:":~i.r'1 loss, Also lightrng was
MOBILE HOME for sale: 3
maintained in the library and
;-"°'..,.Uori II racot,it.tlf(I ti, .i1§0 11.-td And "'Olf
years
old,
completely
Fine Arts Building,
•""1 co.,ntr• FREE Lift CHUSICH
12', :>
ISO,r 4038. MOU 'rWOOD. P:I..ORlDA 33073.
As a means of preventing furnished , 54' x
future recurrences of power bedrooms; 295-8412.

to rrovtd •n a. :le, , and
Ph\' .d nt ~t r pJ n f.>r uar
d ;;-,;,,:J.•, Ott:'O" '
Dr R, rh I, , ,H,I ~ t' c,f
1
t , qoe tic.. tlu: udy gm 1p
m 1!1 nC'll( 18 Tll •nth will I cy
to an ,_,r , •~ "J rc w c.m W<. lo
n be11rr Jnh cf lcacl1111g
IUd~t, ? \\'hat CUl'rH.11./urns
11/io uld the Un1verc,ry have >"
lfo lllso gfalc<l , " Our pmgrams
of stu,ly h1v0 lo, son,chow
relaie to th~ wc,rld around us
bur ntaJMs ahould not be tied
to der1artmcnt 1 n~ much as
they have in perhaps th.: pasr "
•·we are also conccmed with
rescar,h,
cre;it1vity
am.I
s, holar.1h1p uct1V1ty, Should all
resear,· h
bolster
the
<'ducalional eftort? To what
extent ihould some of our
resources be u.-d to solve
community problems' In terms
of graduate studies whar
programs should we have ten

)' J.n
•r,,rn
nt1nu .J
Dr R>rho l,-

w•IJ

ANNOUNCEMr NT
A dinner dance "lll be lll)()n
sored by lhe l'hannaey Depnt
ment on April 3 , at the Holldoy 11111, Klogat-On. It wilt bo
OJ)CJI to 1111 fllculty, student.,
and erad 1tudentii ln the Col•
lcge of Pharmacy
Sponsors
within the colleg,~ arc Kappa
Phi and Lambda Kappa Sigma,
the nal!ooal pharma<'~utical
fraternity and aorority, respec.
lively,

Teeny patchwork
bikini and tunic
cover-up let }Ou
bare it or not.
100% cotton .

8-16

Dodor of Divinity
I('

~~..:=~::

1

'•'·I

1d

4Ugcste .1

Orda·,ned M·,n,·ster

•

he

r' J t,;: • tud~ ,t tu""~nt ur.,
' l d l1ic t o
tl'.1 nt
c,1 111ro
th1
oup wt•h
po ,,, y o n,: f, . lty mcmtJDd o ne adrnm1 •rat)r " he

r-----------.,
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WAl<EFIELD SHOP
WAKEFIELD. R. I.

$24.00
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Fultz, English Drafted
By ABA, NBA Teams
by Steve Cheslow
" Little Rhody" certainly
made a substantial showing in
this
year's
professional
b asketball
player
draft
meetings, and if all goes well,
URI co-captain, John Fult1
and Claude English may Join
URl's Steve Chubin of the
Kentucky Colonels (ABAl and
former Providcnc.: College star,
Johnny Egan (Los Angeles
Lakers, NBA). Mike Riordan
(New York Knick~. NBA l.
Jimmy Walker (Detroit Piston\,
NBA). and Lennie Wilkens
(player-couch,
Seattle
Supersonics, NBA) in the
1970-71
professional
baskc tbaU ranks.
Fultz, URl's third-lea<ltng
career scorer behind Ste.vc
Chubin and Ernie Calverley
(also a former pro with the
d e f II n c I
P r O n den c e
Steamrollers, a post-World War
II NBA franch1~l was the
fourth draft choice of the
Lakcn. coached by former PC'
mentor, Joe Mullaney. The
Carolina Cougars also have lhc
nghts tl, the 6 '7" lorwarJ, and
John 1s as ~et undecided about
where
he
will
,,gn
a
pro feHional
contract
Although the NBA bidder, the
Lakers, is a firmly-establisht'd
learn m a thnnng \ports .uea,
11 may he c-as1er for lum le•
cr.ic.k the hncup of thi.'
Cougars.
Thc
Lakcrs, a
powerhouse tea rr,. seems fa1rl~
well-set despite the advan<mg
Jges of stars Jerry West. fl~•.m
Bay.or .. nd Wilt Chamberlain.
Fultz has a line shot, but he
mJy have lo 1r,prove lus
rebounding und d..-icns1vc skill<
to he J regular performer m the
NBA, where big men play a
larger defensive roil' than they
do m the Junior circuit
The ABA 1s more .i
run-and..-;hoot
league,
its
players are generally smaller,
and Fultz's shooting l·ould earn
him a ~pot on the Cougars at
forward. The Cougars are m

need of a good offensive
forward and John could be the
man
English was drafted iJf the
seventh
round
by
the.
expansion Portland l railblazers
of the NBA. Claude's problem~
wlll probably be physical,
rather than ability-wise. At
URI, Claude, at 6'4" was a big
man on a relatively tmy URI
team. Consequently, he 1s
accustomed
to
playing
forward In fact, since Claude
was such a fine leaper, he wa'I.
u'<Cd almost exclusively at
.:enter b) URI coach Tom
Carmody this season. Claude,
at 6'4" and 175-180 pounds, is
too small and too light lo play
forward in the pros, where
forwards go up to 6'1 0" and
250 pounds.
Espcdally with his damaged
knee,
11
is
questionable
wht:ther Claude would be
•
quick enough 10 play guard tn
the pros. He would probably
also have to improve his
baU-handhng and passing. Only
lime will tell if Claude will be
mobile enough to defend
against speedy NB,\ guards
,u.:h as current st,Hs Jerry
West, Walt FraZJer aod Earl
Monroe, or Pete Maravich and
Calvin Murphy, both of whom
\\ill be NBA rookies next
s,w;on.
11 w,II unquestionably be
diffault for Fultz and English
to find places in the NBA or in
the AllA., rm that matter.
for "ny collegian, ,;.~vc the
All-Americans.
However, if pridl' and desire
.ire needed, John and Cl.1udc
c.:rt.1.ml) have plenty of that.
Regardless of what happens
next vear these two and
indeed· all llRI fans, can poiot
to their .1chicvcmcnts with
pndc
Faultz and Fnghsh have
accomplished a lot , and we all
hope
that
their athletic
suc~esscs will continue m the
professional basketball ranks

It,,

Letter to Editor

No Average Games
Dear Editor·
To Mr Bergan, Commuter
If you .ittcndcd the URI
home badc:tball l\,llmcs tlus
ycor.
you
didn't
:1ec
"mediocre" basketball Whllt
you saw were some games
wh1.:!i
were
outstanding,
exc.1tmg, even fantnst1c You
saw a couple wh1~h were bad
nc:v.s WJ) b::low par I duagrr,
thdt you JW any 1,vcrarc
hJ kc•ball gamt , "u\'crar,e"
being the d 11on;iry dd1nit1cn
of "rn d , r "
We t-,.!Vc a ,;cc. ,,,d ycur
C:.J c.h
not 1 " cond-ratc:"
0'Jach lie 1s the CCJGh who
dJc led the Rams 10 a clcau
SW
p of Bruwn 11nd P( • a nc"'
high for URI He •~ the ~oc.li
who rcnu,tcd Enthsh, roU,v ,
Ad r nd Hl<k:'.:t and und r

whose coadung English and
Full, were rccogn11.ed for thdr
uh1tit1cs und drafted by the
NBA.
The URI Rams under Coach
Carmody l1.1vc carntd and
,lcservc the respect and ~upporl
of
the
entire
University
community studcnb. focully,
alumni, and 01 her fans fh1s
pusl Sl.",1&on lh,•y uclucvl·J a
complete reversal of IJst year•,
rcC41rd h1)W llbC>Ut ii co111pklc
r<'H'f'i.il of your Ill llludc? N<!lll
y ..ar why not rel bt'hrnd the
tc:1111 Jnd the c·u...-h und ~hccr
them
on,
1r. 1c.1d
of
d o"' n Y,CJding
I h c 111?
1
l n1hus1as.m n conta11,1011s. und
II the f4111 ,.in g ncmlc enour,h
< ntliu t.t m maybe tho tram
will win a few rnnrr- g;imcs
Jane Nuull1la I an

Sailors Take 3rd,
Ranked in Top I 0
by Skip Whyte

'lbe URI sailing team fin.
ished third last weekend in the
important Bostoo Dinghy Club
regatta held at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology MIT,
sailing in their home waters,
finished first with a low score
of 74 points. Harvard, also sailing at home, finished second
with 82 points. The Rams were
third with 100, while Navy was
a close fourth with 101.

There were a total of seventeen schools represeoted at the
regatta from four districts.
Among those present, MIT, Tu·
lane, Navy, Notre Dame, and
URI were ranked in the top ten
in tbe oa tion. Kings Point, win·
ner of the Admiral Moore Trophy two weeks ago, was also
present.
The regatta took place under
extremely difficult cooditions
both days. Saturday tbe sailors
were forced to use storm sails
due to the high winds. Extremely high waves on the normally
calm Charles River, also
caused several boats to "sink".
Sunday the winds abated considerably, but frequent 90 de-

gree wind shills made the sailing quite tricky.
Tom Dykstra aod Skip Whyte
sailed lor the Rams in the A
and B divisions respectively
with each of them having a low
score of 50 points after eight
races. This gave them fourth
aod third places in the two respective divisions. Steve Lirakis crewed for Dykstra and
Henry Bossetl and John Tel•
feyao crewed for Whyte.
The URI team was ranked
10th nationally in a poll published before the start of the season aod the Rams in two regattas so far this spring have
finished ahead of four other
teams-Na\'y, Tulane, Penn.,
and Notre Dam-which were
raoked higher on that poll.
Ott-er scores in the regatta
were Notre Dame, lOt; Dart•
mouth, 121; Coast Guard, 130;
Yale, 132; Brown, 140; Northeastern, 150; Kiogs Point, 1.52;
Tufts, 167 ; Tulane, 177; Boston
University, 186; Maine Maritime, 208; Provideoce College,
209, aod Marquette, 283.
The next major meet for tbe
Rams will be on Sunday. April
19 when they will be at MIT for
tbe Geiger Trophy compl!titioo.

Norris Hopeful for Ram 9
by Peter Panagiotis
"Pitching is the big thing lo
baseball. I think that Wl' could
beat Arilona Stat..: on any given
day," Coach Norris explained
confidently as he spoke about
this year's squad. "With a
sound team down the middle,
defensively and offensively,
and if we can get outside, we'll'
be in the Yaokee Confereoce
race this year."
Although coach Norris did not
indulge in any detailed wioniog
plaos, he did say that "action
speaks louder than words, &o
oo April 14 we will see what
bappeo.s."
Now in cooteution !or the
starting nine positions are
Richie Potvin, Vin Sheehan,
Dave Nacci, Gleo Gari~py,
llarcy Najarian, Skip Eichoff,

aod Rich Crocker. They have
beeo the outstaodiog players in
practice~ so far.
Coach Norris, who came here
from Norwich Uni\'crsity, commented that the facilities at
Norwich Wl'rl' much smaller
than athletic aecommodatious
:it URI, ''The bubble helps immensely, especially this early
in the seasoo when the weather
is ~till bad.'' He also said that
everyooe was hustliog well but
more
iolersquad
practice
games were needed. Finally,
coach Norris ~aid be really enjtlyed his work and was very
hopeful !or th~ coming seuon.
Everyooe is anxiou.sly awaiting
the outcome of th~ first varsity
clash agalnS't Brown, at Provi•
dence, on April 1'.

Surfing In Arizona?
1'hc URI Surf Club 1s preparmg to travel to Tempe,
Arizona, to meet the chnllangc
Lrom Arizona Stale Un1vers11v
Suri Club to nirf ocalnst them
at the "Big Surf', a man mode
wav.. e1wiroumcnl lo,·atcd in
the nuddle of the desert.
The Anzooa club, otlroctcd
by lbe 1p111t ol the Harn duh,
sent the ch:illcnge Inst month.
Tbry said thol thcy will be• able
10 mt'ct lhe Ra1nR any dav after
April 11 The URI , lub plnos
lo 11·nd a team ol six mcmbcn,

four men nnd two "v.ahlncs",
to Tempe at the cod of lhe
&prinJ: 1,crnestcr.
Although it Is doubtful that
the URI <'lub members will find
that ' perf<'c I wn,·c" 111 lhc man
made tub, they hope to bnne
back to URI the lcom trophy

UNH Arnold,
Swim Coach
Charles G. Arnold , coach of
swimming and aquatics at the
University of New Hampshire,
will
become
URl's first
sw1mmmg coach when the
Fred D. Tootell Physical
Education Center opens in
September Coach Arnold will
officially Jssumc hlS duties
July I.
Mr. Arnold , n native of
Woodhaven, :-Jew York, is
married and has fi\-e cluldrtn.
He received a bachelor of
s, 1ence degree from Springfield
College in 1951 and received
his ma ster·s there four ycm
later While he worked for lus
master's, ~Ir. Arnold scrvt:d .is
instructor _.., f
physical
education and Nimmmg coa,;h
at Horace Mano School and the
Albany Academy.
Mr
Arnold began his
colkgiate coadung career at
V1rgima Military Institute m
Lexington, Virginia" m 1955
During his .:kven years as
swimming coach and associate
professor of physical educa1100
there, lus swim teams 11.00
seven Soulhern Conference
championships
and
11.erc
runners-up three limes
In addition to coaching the
swimming tram, Mr ,\rnold
will also direct all aqu3t1c
courses for men, women's
professional aquatic courses,
intramurals, e'.l.tension courses
and duh a.:l1YJtJCS. He will also
be the pool dueclor and will
supemse life guards used for
recreational swim prop-1.DlS,
Fmally, he will conduct
aqu~tlC elm,~. l!IShiUICS and
seminars.

Tennis
YS.

Providence I
College

ANNOUNCEMENT
A dl5c11uloo about Willi.am
Kunstler'a 1p ech \\ ill be! held
Thunsdu, Apnl 9 at 7 :ltl p m
In the 8ro1"alng Room

I

Friday
2:30

I

